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RESUMEN

La computación avanzada se ha convertido en un factor crucial en la mayoŕıa

de las áreas de la ciencia, en algunos casos tan crucial como pueda ser la ob-

servación experimental. El entendimiento en profundidad de los fenómenos

f́ısicos demanda en ocasiones la modelización del problema particular en un

ordenador, seguido de una simulación numérica, más o menos complicada

o extensa y del análisis de los resultados obtenidos en esta simulación.

El análisis de los datos o la validación experimental de estos requiere por

parte de los instrumentos de observación (detectores, sensores, etc...) la

capacidad de comunicar e interaccionar con los recursos computacionales y

herramientas de software capaces de almacenar y dar formato a los datos

que los cient́ıficos analizan.

La complejidad y capacidad de la instrumentación experimental ha crecido

espectacularmente en los últimos aos en paralelo al avance en las tecnoloǵıas

de la Información y las Comunicaciones. En experimentos cient́ıficos de

magnitud media y grande se ha convertido en obligatorio el uso de her-

ramientas para distribuir el almacenamiento de los datos. Se pueden en-

contrar ejemplos claros en F́ısica de Altas Enerǵıas, Astrof́ısica, Astronomı́a,

o áreas relacionadas con la observación de la tierra.

Como consecuencia de todo esto, el trabajo cient́ıfico es ahora mucho más

multidisciplinar. Las áreas cient́ıficas requieren del trabajo en colaboración

de equipos cient́ıficos con un espectro amplio de conocimientos, y uno de

ellos es el área de ciencia computacional. Este área se ha desarrollado en

los últimos aos de manera que ya no es un área de desarrollo teórico, sino

una ĺınea de investigación con resultados valorados y aplicados en la mayor

parte de las áreas que necesitan de estas herramientas para ir más allá de

la frontera del conocimiento actual.



Este entorno multidisciplinar y colaborativo es lo que se conoce como e-

Ciencia; donde los adjetivos ”multidisciplinar” y ”colaborativo” son los ele-

mentos claves de la definición, puesto que son los que traen el valor añadido

proveniente de la sinergia entre investigadores de distintas áreas de inves-

tigación. La e-infraestructura es el conjunto de recursos computacionales,

almacenamiento de datos, instrumentos de medida, etc que dan soporte a

la e-Ciencia.

En particular el conjunto de e-infraestructuras de computación está consti-

tuido por un espectro muy variado de recursos, tanto en topoloǵıa, como

en tamao y distribución.

Por un lado están los centros de Supercomputación clásicos, que mantienen

infraestructuras de carácter nacional o supra-nacional, para dar soporte a

aplicaciones cient́ıficas especialmente intensivas. En el siguiente nivel de

soporte est

’an los propios centros investigación, con ĺıneas de investigación especial-

mente demandantes de recursos de computación, y que operan infraestruc-

turas en el entorno de los cientos o incluso miles de núcleos de proceso.

Las infraestructuras Grid se construyen mediante la unión de clusters perte-

necientes a centros de investigación con un interés común en colaborar en

un determinado problema (por ejemplo, un experimento del LHC) o sim-

plemente por el interés de unir todos los recursos en un ”pool” común en el

que aprovechar tiempos de cálculo de manera óptima.

La tecnoloǵıa Grid ha hecho posible la puesta en marcha de infraestruc-

turas de computación distribuida formadas por decenas de miles de proce-

sadores en Europa (la Infraestructura Grid Europea-EGI) y en Estados

Unidos (Open Science Grid). El middleware utilizado para la gestión con-

junta de las operaciones y el soporte a usuarios está basado en el software

de Globus (http://www.globus.org).

Los avances en las técnicas de virtualización, basadas en Xen o VMware, por

nombrar las más comunes, han posibilitado que el uso de máquinas virtuales

(abstracciones en forma de varias copias del Sistema Operativo en un mismo

soporte de hardware) haya saltado del ámbito de los administradores de



sistemas al ámbito de los usuarios cient́ıficos de la infraestructura. Éstos

pueden ahora utilizar las herramientas basadas en el paradigma de ”cloud

computing” para acceder de forma flexible a recursos de computación y

almacenamiento ”on-demand”.

Superordenadores, clusters aislados, e infraestructuras grid son la base de

la actual computación cient́ıfica. Cada una de estas infraestructuras tiene

un modo de operación y de acceso definido por un lado por la poĺıtica de

recursos del centro y, por otro, por la tecnoloǵıa disponible para dar soporte

a las aplicaciones cient́ıficas que alĺı se ejecutan.

En la actualidad esta dispersión es muy elevada. Vivimos ya una situación

en la que el acceso eficiente y homogéneo al ”pool” global de recursos exis-

tente a nivel nacional o europeo, es un problema para los usuarios cient́ıficos.

A menudo el problema no es tanto obtener el tiempo de cálculo necesario en

una infraestructura u otra, como definir la arquitectura que mejor se adapta

al problema que se quiere resolver y el ser capaz de aprovechar todos esos

recursos de manera razonablemente eficaz.

La utilización de las herramientas desarrolladas en el mundo de la com-

putación en Grid para el acceso genérico a recursos, usando mecanismos de

autenticación y autorización globales del usuario y portales de acceso glob-

ales, es una de las ĺıneas de investigación mas prometedoras para avanzar

en la resolución de este problema.

En esta memoria se presentan varias soluciones desarrolladas para facilitar

el acceso transparente a recursos distribuidos que permitirn el acceso de

cient́ıficos con una limitada formacin espećıfica.

Un problema interesante es la posibilidad de definir tareas complejas en

forma de flujos de trabajos en entornos distribuidos. Los flujos de tra-

bajo que encadenan varias aplicaciones juegan un papel cŕıtico en e-Ciencia

puesto que posibilitan la ejecución de secuencias complejas de tareas con o

sin la intervención del usuario. De esta forma se pueden simular sistemas

complejos integrados por diferentes elementos que interaccionan unos con

otros.



El uso interactivo de recursos es otro tema que ha emergido en los últimos

años como requerimiento de los usuarios que necesitan poder visualizar

estados intermedios de sus cálculos, o modificarlos durante el tiempo de

ejecución. La tecnoloǵıa actual está lo suficientemente avanzada a nivel de

redes de comunicaciones como para que el usuario pueda ejecutar y compro-

bar resultados en tiempo de ejecución, tener respuestas cercanas al tiempo

real o cambiar parámetros de las simulaciones sin tener que comenzar de

cero.

La tecnoloǵıa para uso interactivo desarrollada en el marco de este trabajo

en principio puede ser aplicada a la visualización o al control remoto ”on-

line” de las aplicaciones. Incluso se podŕıa pensar que la interactividad

puede permitir que el usuario cient́ıfico defina flujos de trabajo de man-

era interactiva, lo que se conoce como control dinámico de la ejecución de

aplicaciones.

El trabajo que se presenta propone distintas soluciones a los problemas

descritos anteriormente y relacionados con facilitar el acceso transparente a

recursos y servicios usados en la ejecución de aplicaciones cient́ıficas. Estas

soluciones están basadas en herramientas en cuyo diseño y desarrollo he

participado activamente, y para las cuales se ha contado con la colaboración

de los usuarios cient́ıficos a la hora de definir los requerimientos técnicos.

Para poner estas herramientas en contexto, al inicio de esta memoria se ha

incluido una prospectiva del estado del arte en lo concerniente a acceso a e-

infrastructuras, con atención especial a recursos computacionales, entornos

de flujo de trabajos, y provisión de interactividad en infraestructuras Grid.

Sin embargo el objetivo de este trabajo no puede quedarse en el desarrollo

teórico de herramientas como un fin en śı mismo. A lo largo de toda el

tiempo se ha colaborado con investigadores del área de Fusión Nuclear para

implementar las soluciones en entornos de computación cient́ıficos reales

para los investigadores. Se presentan de hecho varios ejemplos de flujos de

trabajo complejos, que son prototipos de lo que podra ser una plataforma

de simulacin del plasma de un reactor de fusión.



Las soluciones desarrolladas se han instalado en infraestructuras de com-

putación en producción en el ámbito de EGI, donde se han analizado también

ejemplos concretos de uso cient́ıfico como es el análisis de datos Astrof́ısicos

del experimento CMB/Planck. De esta forma hemos demostrado la versatil-

idad de las herramientas desarrolladas, al aplicarlas a más de una disciplina

cient́ıfica.

El listado de publicaciones a que ha dado lugar este trabajo refleja una

colaboración estrecha entre el mundo del desarrollo de herramientas com-

putacionales para infraestructuras distribuidas y el mundo de los usuarios

cient́ıficos, siendo éste precisamente el paradigma de la e-Ciencia.

Los objetivos concretos que se han perseguido a lo largo de este trabajo se

pueden sintetizar de la siguiente manera:

• Desarrollo de software para proveer a los usuarios de mecanismos de

acceso transparente a infraestructuras distribuidas, con especial ´nfasis

en el soporte a flujos de trabajo complejos.

• Los desarrollos iniciales para dar soporte a la interactividad surgieron

como resultado de la gestión de errores en los sistemas de gestin de flujo

de trabajo que tenan como objetivo mejorar la fiabilidad éstos. Es por

lo tanto natural abordar éste problema en el marco de la búsqueda de

sistemas inteligentes de gestión de flujos.

Los escenarios más avanzados implican la interacción durante el tiempo

de ejecución de flujo de trabajo que es especialmente interesante en los

casos de uso exploratorios.

Como ejemplo de una simulación de larga duración, el usuario debe ser

capaz de analizar los resultados intermedios mientras el trabajo todav́ıa

se está ejecutando con el fin de terminar o reiniciar la simulación.

Yendo un paso más allá en este trabajo se aborda la visualizacin remota

del trabajo en ejecución.

• Desarrollo de sistemas tolerantes a fallos para infraestructuras dis-

tribuidas.



Los usuarios interactúan con la infraestructura de e-Ciencia esperan

una plataforma estable y sólida para hacer ciencia y, puesto que los

sistemas distribuidos son a menudo propensos a fallar, el tratamiento

de fallos adecuado es un aspecto importante de la provisin del acceso

transparente.

La implementación de métodos de tolerancia a fallos tiene como obje-

tivo permitir continuar con las operaciones (con una reducción general

del tiempo de respuesta) en caso de fallos parciales. Los sistemas de

tolerancia a fallos se han diseñado especialmente para sistemas de alta

disponibilidad y sistemas distribuidos.

La tolerancia a fallos es en particular importante en los entornos de

flujo de trabajo, puesto que en general implica la actuación de varios

componentes separados, todos ellos sujetos a posibles fallos.

• Explotación de los resultados con casos de uso reales en F́ısica del

Plasma y Astrof́ısica.

Como parte fundamental de la metodoloǵıa de trabajo la interacción directa

con los grupos de investigación, potenciales usuarios de los desarrollos, ha

sido una constante.

Aśı mismo se ha prestado especial atención a la sostenibilidad del software

desarrollado en lo que concierne a su evolución el tiempo. Para ello la

metodoloǵı empleada se ha basado en la utilización de cdigo abierto, y los

resultados son igualmente abiertos para que la comunidad pueda descargarlo

libremente, instalarlo y modificarlo si lo considera necesario para adaptarlo

a sus necesidades.

A lo largo de la memoria se hace hincapié en el hecho de que se ha realizado

un esfuerzo de integración con el software operacional instalado en las in-

fraestructuras distribuidas, sobre todo grite y UNICORE, para facilitar su

adopción a gran escala por parte de los proveedores de recursos.

Las principales contribuciones de este trabajo se pueden resumir de la sigu-

iente forma:



• Acceso transparente a recursos distribuidos

El entorno desarrollado ofrece a los investigadores un marco de tra-

bajo basado en que múltiples tareas se pueden ejecutar en los difer-

entes recursos (tanto HTC como HPC) a través una interfaz de usuario

amigable.

Los gestores del flujo de trabajo permiten a los responsables de los

códigos abstraer la capa de computacin, a la vez que el Grid les pro-

porciona recursos computacionales eficientes a gran escala.

Los avances realizados pueden considerarse como la ejecucin de un

puente entre diferentes softwares operacionales para Grid , a saber

gLite y UNICORE, proporcionando a los usuarios un cierto nivel de

visión unificada de las infraestructuras a nivel de interoperabilidad .

Una de las principales dificultades para hacerlo ha sido lidiar con el

diferente estado de desarrollo de gLite y UNICORE , especialmente en

relación con la aplicacin de los estándares. Para ello se han desarrollado

una serie de adaptadores basados en estándares, por ejemplo para el

RAS, que proporciona la capacidad de gestionar trabajos a través del

gestor de flujo de Kepler.

Estos adaptadores usan funciones comunes para proporcionar una in-

terfaz para las capas superiores del software operacional del Grid: un

repositorio central para la administración de trabajos , el estado del

trabajo hasta a la fecha, la gestión de usuarios a través de VOMS y el

acceso al almacenamiento utilizando diferentes protocolos ( ftp / sftp

/ GridFTP / BFT / SRM) .

• Interactividad

El mecanismo desarrollado en este trabajo proporciona funcionalidades

tanto para la aplicación desde el escritorio del usuario ( Migración

de escritorio ), como para escenarios más complejos en el gestor de

flujos Kepler. Para este caso se ha desarrollado un adaptador para

infraestructuras Grid que es capaz de comunicarse con Kepler local a

travs del canal interactivo.



En el caso de aplicaciones MPI la interacción con los flujos de trabajo

remotas se realiza a través del proceso master.

• Tolerancia a fallos

En la clasificacin general de los fallos de manejo de flujo de trabajo ,

dos niveles se pueden distinguir: el nivel de flujo de trabajo y el nivel

de tarea . En el nivel de flujo de trabajo , se requiere por lo general

para cambiar la estructura o el flujo de la ejecucin , mientras que el

nivel tarea maneja el efecto en la propia tarea .

El marco que hemos desarrollado se tiene en cuenta la complejidad

adicional que aparece cuando las aplicaciones se ejecutan en un en-

torno distribuido . Para ello se combina el método de existencia de

recursos alternativos, con una implementación sencilla de métodos de

replicación para los casos en que el tiempo para obtener los resultados

sea más importante que la utilización global de los recursos, es decir,

para casos en los que el tiempo en obtener los resultados sea cŕıtico.

El mecanismo ha sido validado en varios entornos de producción , y

explotados dentro de los escenarios de aplicaciones reales. La solución

propuesta permite la ejecución fiable en presencia de concurrencia y

fallos, y oculta la heterogeneidad y complejidad de todo el sistema

subyacente.

• Las soluciones que se presentan en esta memoria se han aplicado a dos

campos punteros de investigación: Fusión Nuclear y Astrof́ısica, donde

la metodoloǵıa desarrollada ha sido aplicada con ´xito.

Los flujos de trabajo que los investigadores pueden ejecutar van desde

el caso más sencillo que requiere el uso de una sola CPU, hasta los casos

más complejos , en las cuales se tiene acceso a todas las plataformas

disponibles con el fin de completar los cálculos en un tiempo razonable.

Con respecto a la Fusión Nuclear se han diseñado e implementado

varios casos de uso:

– El primer escenario consiste en modelar las propiedades de trans-

porte neoclásicos de un dispositivo de fusión magnética. El caso

de uso consiste en varios pasos . En primer lugar, se lleva a cabo



un análisis de los parmetros de VMEC que proporciona un con-

junto de configuraciones estables adecuados MHD del TJ- II del

CIEMAT. Posteriormente, para cada una de esas configuraciones

del TJ- II, se calculan los coeficientes de transporte utilizando el

cdigo DKES .

Este escenario es un ejemplo de un flujo de trabajo paramétrico

- paramétrico, donde la segunda aplicación paramétrica se re-

aliza para cada una de las ejecuciones de la primera aplicación

paramétrica.

– El segundo caso consiste en visualizar el comportamiento del plasma

dentro de los reactores de fusión utilizando el concepto de interac-

tividad en el entorno de la red . La visualización de trayectorias

de part́ıculas en el TJ -II es una herramienta muy interesante para

los investigadores puesto que muchas de las estructuras en desar-

rollo en el interior del plasma son tridimensionales . Adems, la

posibilidad de observar directamente lo que ocurre en el interior

del reactor en la simulación proporciona una idea imposible de

obtener con sólo medir los valores medios de las magnitudes que

definen el plasma.

– El tercer escenario combina el código ASTRA que evalúa los coe-

ficientes de transporte del plasma y la propia evolucin de plasma,

con el código TRUBA, que simula el efecto sobre el plasma del

calentamiento mediante microondas.

ASTRA se ejecuta en sistemas HPC, mientras que TRUBA , que

es un trazado de rayos, se ejecuta en el Grid . El acoplamiento

de dichos códigos diferentes muestra que es posible acoplar, de

una manera dinámica , diferentes códigos de cálculo diferentes

propiedades de los plasmas de fusión . Este caso de uso se orga-

niza de una manera en la que podemos conectar más códigos para

el flujo de trabajo, para simular otras fuentes o sumideros de la

ecuación o para implementar modelos más complejos de flujo de

plasma.



Con respecto a las aplicaciones de Astrof́ısica , se ja implementado

un mecanismo de control de la producción de simulaciones de las

anisotroṕıas de la radiación del Fondo Cósmico de Microondas (Cosmic

Microwave Background = CMB). Estas simulaciones se usan para pro-

bar el rendimiento de los algoritmos diseñados para detectar la presen-

cia o ausencia de caracteŕısticas no gaussianas en los mapas simulados

CMB, antes de que se apliquen a los datos reales observados por el

satélite Planck.

El flujo de trabajo propuesto contiene una parte de exploración de

parámetros , donde los trabajos se dividen en cientos y hasta miles de

sub-tareas , dependiendo de la configuración. El flujo de trabajo prop-

uesto se ha combinado con varios pasos de procesamiento posterior.

En este caso, la parte importante desde la perspectiva del usuario es

la tolerancia a fallos. La evaluación de esta solución se ha realizado en

el contexto de las infraestructuras de producción de la European Grid

Infrastructure (EGI).
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Introduction

1.1 Introduction to e-Science

e-Science is defined usually as computationally intensive science which uses distributed

computing, network and data environment. The research is empowered with collabora-

tion, computational, analytical and visualisation tools, users portals and infrastructures

enabling scientific research. There are many areas of science benefiting from e-Science

infrastructures like Energy, Environmental Sciences, Bioological and Medical Sciences,

Materials and Analitycal Facilities, Engineering, Astrophysics, High Energy Physics,

Nuclear Fusion, Computational Biology, Molecular Dynamics, Nanotechnology, etc. e-

Science opens also new opportunities for interdisciplinary research. There are common

parts of e-Science environments for di↵erent disciplines like computational, data, net-

working infrastructure, but there are also specific technologies for given user groups

or communities. Such infrastructures allow to create a new research environment for

researchers to share access to unique or distributed scientific facilities (including in-

struments, data, computing and connectivity), regardless of their location. They allow

to work and collaborate in the context of local institutions as well as in national or

international scientific initiatives. Many initiatives have been dealing with di↵erent

aspects of building of an e-Science environment to support researchers managing and

exploiting their research data focusing on the specific requirements coming from scien-

tific communities. Worldwide collaboration between scientists imposes number of new

opportunities for science and challenges that are being tackled, i.e. how researchers ac-

cess infrastructures. This is related to many aspects including connectivity and access
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1. INTRODUCTION

to distributed infrastructure, authorisation and authentication, privacy and security.

1.2 Introduction to e-Infrastructures

e-Infrastructure is a term used in Europe to describe an ICT infrastructure composed

of several aspects including connectivity, computing, scientific data, instrumentation,

ICT software that provide researchers with shared access to massive data collections,

large scale computing resources, software and scientific instruments. e-Infrastructure

supports all areas of e-Science in the general sense of providing the production level

infrastructure needed for research and enables researchers working in various locations

to collaborate in the context of the distributed regional, national or global scientific

initiatives.

e-Infrastructure is composed of number of components:

• connectivity that gives access for researchers and students to distributed re-

sources,

• supercomputing providing power of supercomputers for massive parallel compu-

tations,

• Grid computing and middleware providing access to large numbers of distributed

clusters,

• scientific data infrastructures that allow one to store scientific results in data

repositories and share between researchers,

• instrumentation that defines and provides access to scientific instruments,

• ICT collaborative environments like Virtual Research Environments (VRE), tai-

lored work environments that allow researchers to share or access distributed

scientific facilities or even singular instruments belonging to large experiments

In US, such combination of networking and sensor networks, computing and infor-

mation management, has been described as cyber infrastructure. It is used by scientists

that are provided with complex work environment, allowing them to perform experi-

ments, collect and analyze large volumes of data, collaborate and share results.

2
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1.2.1 Connectivity

Over last two decades the major investments have been done in terms of improving

connectivity, designing, developing and provisioning high speed computer networks.

As an example, one of the fundamental visions of European Research Area is to enable

scientific and academic collaboration across Europe, enabling work on the experiments,

giving access to unique expensive instruments and allowing to share data. Major sci-

entific projects, generate enormous amounts of the data and it is a growing trend

nowadays. These data need to be distributed for computation, stored and archived and

available for future operations. It is all possible nowadays mainly due to dedicated high

speed research networks, like GÉANT (1) in Europe or Internet2 (2) in USA.

GÉANT is the pan-European network for the research community. It consists of

national research and education networks (NRENs) across Europe, enabling faster col-

laboration. According to GÉANT webpage (1), the initiative combines more than

50,000 km high-bandwidth network with network services for more than 50 million

users, connecting more than 10000 institutions and as for 2013 over 1000 Terabytes of

the data are transferred a day, with 100Gps available inside the core network. It is one

of the most advanced research network worldwide.

1.2.2 Clusters, Grids and Supercomputing

Computing research infrastructures have grown and diversified in the scientific world

substantially over the last couple of years. The nowadays ecosystem of computing

resources, ranges from local resources at research center level, either in the form of

workstations or computer clusters, up to national and international facilities run by

High Performance Computing (HPC) Centers. From the point of view of size and

utilization of resources, they can be described with a pyramidal organization (see figure

1.1). Clusters are usually deployed to improve performance and availability over that

of a single scientists workstations. Clusters are typical resources in research centers, in

many cases providing to local researchers all the necessary computing time. The most

powerful but also expensive and most energy consuming are HPC machines, dedicated

to perform massive parallel computation. These kind of machines are usually installed

as national facilities, serving its computing power for the researchers from all countries.

3
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Today’s state of the art HPC machines combines tens up to hundred thousand of

computing cores.

Figure 1.1: The structure of available computing infrastructures described as a pyramid

with HPC computing facilities at the cusp as presented in (3)

Fast development of network and internet over the last decade, enabled technical

feasibility of using distributed computing. Combining existing resources allows to share

them among a group of researchers, it also ensures their e↵ective usage and permanent

availability. One of the examples of distributed computing infrastructures are Grid

infrastructures. Grids are assembling together and federating the number of loosely

coupled, heterogeneous and geographically dispersed computer resources, running the

general-purpose software libraries known as Grid middleware. Attractiveness of the

distributed computing infrastructures like Grids came out of its decentralized nature

based on open protocols and services. Such approach allows for cross-domain resource

sharing contrary to the resource allocation in traditional high-performance computing.

Such infrastructures are of great value for the scientific communities interested in data

and/or resource sharing for a particular research. Grid is very attractive for large

distributed research communities, as an example, the physicists working on the Large
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Hadron Collider at CERN were the first to come up with the idea of a worldwide

computing Grid - WLCG (4), in 2003 (it is still the heaviest Grid user community).

Grids are sometimes also described as the High Throughput Computing (HTC)

infrastructures. In this context the fundamental di↵erence between HPC and HTC

is that HPC resources (e.g. supercomputers, very large-scale clusters, etc.) provide

good interconnection of cpus/cores while HTC resources (e.g. pc pools, clusters, etc.)

do not. HPC systems, Grid infrastructures and clusters are also from the conceptual,

architectural and policies point of view very di↵erent infrastructures, with its own

administration and accessing mechanism.

The main initiatives in Europe in this area are European Grid Initiatives (EGI) (5)

and Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) (6). PRACE provides

a High Performance Computing service for scientists and researchers from 25 countries.

It is pan-European supercomputing infrastructure, providing access to computing fa-

cilities for large-scale scientific applications at high performance level.

EGI (5) represents national e-infrastructure providers at European level and is also a

bridge between the infrastructure providers and di↵erent user communities from more

than 50 di↵erent communities, providing computing resources for more than 18,000

researchers.

1.2.3 Clouds

One of the visions of the beginning of the 21st century computing that now comes into

reality is that users access Internet services using high speed networks from any kind

of modern devices. This concerns in particular portable devices that are now preempt-

ing the traditional desktop PC. On the other hand, applications are nowadays more

and more demanding and complex, lasting for several days on decent supercomputers,

producing a large amount of data (in fact, we can speak about Big Data and Ex-

abytes). These requirements can be fulfilled now by Cloud Computing in combination

with the new network generation, including both backbone networks, Long Term Evo-

lution (LTE) and optical fibers even at last mile. The new virtualisation techniques are

indispensable tools to enable the use of cloud infrastructures by scientific communities.

Cloud Computing has many definitions and is used in many di↵erent meanings, it

comprises many di↵erent kinds of services and underlying techniques. It is evolution of

existing techniques, where the main technology concern is virtualization. Cloud is used
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to abstract the physical hardware infrastructure. It allows one to use the resources

more e�ciently, giving them on-demand provisioning abilities. One of the definitions

that describes the Cloud Computing concept well is the one by NIST (National In-

stitute of Standards and Technology, U.S.A.) (7): ”Cloud computing is a model for

enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of config-

urable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services)

that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management e↵ort or service

provider interaction.” According to that definition cloud model is composed of five es-

sential characteristics (on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling,

rapid elasticity, measured service), three service models (Infrastructure as a Service,

Platform as a Service, Software as a Service) and four deployment models (Private

Cloud, Community Cloud, Public Cloud, Hybrid Cloud).With respect to the deploy-

ment models the hardware is usually provided within organizations/institutions or by

a third party, with or without restrictions (public/private). Cloud in general concerns

processing, data and network, however, recent approaches lead also into the direction

of the Internet of Things (IoT) resources.

It is worth to mention the publications (8, 9, 10), and (11) (author contibutions),

where an overview on how to use Cloud Computing e↵ectively is given and constitutes

natural application of philosophy of this thesis to this new computation technique. The

author is aware of the fact that rapid development of the cloud techniques and services

by many entities might result in significant changes of the current state of the art even

in short time perspective.

The main drivers in the Cloud are large companies making large profits out of

usage of these technologies. The main players like Amazon (Amazon Web Services),

Microsoft (Microsoft’s Azure Services Platform ), Google (Google App Engine), Ap-

ple(iCloud), Salesforce.com (Customer Relationship Management) are investing a lot

in developing and improving the cloud techniques. Cloud Computing techniques allow

these companies to enter the supercomputing world enabling di↵erent flexible business

models. Global companies are using it for their own infrastructure to optimize their

spendings, for providing services and products based on cloud but also for providing

cloud to other clients. These allow other large or small companies to profit from large

computing power or enormous storages on demand only when needed. Using the cloud
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even small local business can reach global markets, without spending on their own

hardware. The business models are discussed in (12, 13)

1.2.4 Scientific data infrastructures

Scientific data infrastructures support global collaboration and sharing resources like

storages, databases, archives, collactions among scientists. There is exponential growth

of data produced by large scientific experiments. As an example, it is foreseen that the

Square Kilometre Array (SKA) (14) radio telescope, planned online 2020 will gener-

ate much more data per day than the entire internet. The present situation of the

research data infrastructures, at least in Europe, as of 2013, is very fragmented and

tailored to di↵erent approches by scientific domains. There are recently cross-domains

generic initiatives like OpenAIRE (15), providing a network of open access repositories,

EUDAT (16), a pan-European e-infrastructure supporting multiple research commu-

nities. However, many data e-infrastructures have been established in specific disci-

plines, for example, the earth and oceans observation (GeoSEAS (17), DRIHM (18) ,

SCIDIP-ES (19) ), astronomy (Euro-Virtual Observatory (20)), climate (ESPAS (21),

METAFOR (22)), mixing somehow the roles of scientific communities and data tech-

nology providers. This has been reported in (23), being the background for actions

in terms of Horizon 2020, putting now a strong focus in Europe on the data related

challenges. From technical point of view this corresponds to the long term preservation

of data, organisation, open accessibility, curation, standardisation.

1.2.5 Instrumentation

Integration of scientific instruments into e-Infrastructure empowers possibilities in con-

ducting experiments. Access to equipment infrastructures is very often a precondition

for successful research in many scientific disciplines. The necessity of using unique and

expensive equipment, which is often locally unavailable, is the key issue for the success

of a number of experiments. Thus, the development and spreading of instrumentation

techniques and technologies that allow remote and shared access to laboratory instru-

ments opens up new opportunities for researchers. The term instrumentation covers a

wide range of laboratory equipment that is necessary for experimental sciences, such as

biochemistry, physics and astronomy. Remote instrumentation is the method of pro-

viding data acquisition and/or control of scientific instruments from remote locations.
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Integration with the computational infrastructures (Grid, HPC) is used to integrate

operations on instruments with computing farms where complex models and computa-

tions data coming from instruments could run and store a large amount of data. The

Grid handles issues related to authorization, resource management, data transfer and

storing.

1.2.6 Virtual Research Environments (VRE)

The development and deployment of advance middleware tools over e-infrastructures

allows the creation of tailored work environments that allow researchers to share or

access distributed scientific facilities or even singular instruments belonging to large

experiments. These are the so called Virtual Research Environments (VRE), systems

helping researchers to collaborate. VRE plays an important role while being exposed

directly to users, frequently being one of the precondition of the proper usage and

uptake of the underlying technologies. VREs have become even more important for

big experiments where research is carried out by a team of researchers who span over

countries.

1.2.7 Role of e-Infrastructure

The digital revolution over last decade has enabled many advances and opened up a

lot of new opportunities for many scientific research fields. It empowers researchers

with digital research environment. Thanks to the use of the ICT tools and resources, e-

Infrastructures nowadays eanbles e-Science, being one of a building block. E-infrastructure

for research is an important area for the future, being a sustainable way for development

of science . Development of the e-Infrastructures and new opportunities introduced new

challenges related to each of the above mentioned components.

1.3 Motivation

The scientific research nowadays is increasingly carried out through internationally dis-

tributed collaborations by usage of the e-infrastructure. Scientific communities have

nowadays the possibility of accessing wide range of resources and devices. Users are

provided with software and tools that give access to large-scale computing and stor-

age resources, scientific instruments, advanced high performance visualization, enable

8
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sharing of the data, etc. Such complex system consists of a combination of compo-

nents mentioned already in the introduction: Grids, networks, instrumentation and

collaborative virtual research environments for e-Science.

Seamless and easy access to the e-Science environment is an important aspect im-

proving the usability of the framework and increasing utilisation of the resources.

The current situation has evolved to the point that often scientists do not have a

problem with the lack of resources but rather with their utilization in straightforward

and reliable way. (This is one of the problems I have been personally facing while

collaborating with scientists for several years.) One of the obvious requirements is that

available resources should be accessed in a similar way. Providing a user with access

to such complex systems of heterogeneous resources is a challenging task and refers to

the issues related to interoperability and interoperation between di↵erent middleware

solutions, reliability in distributed environments.

Users interacting with the e-Science infrastructure expect a stable and robust plat-

form for science and since the distributed systems are often prone to failure caused by

many reasons on di↵erent levels. Another important aspect of provision of the seamless

access to e-Infrastrucutres is appropriate failure handling.

Another issue is related to the possibility of defining complex tasks and interde-

pendencies in the form of scientific workflows in the context of distributed computing.

Scientific workflow systems play a critical role as a part of e-Science environments.

They provide the way to execute complex sequences of tasks with or without user

intervention.

In addition, another emerging in last years requirement concerns the interactive

usage of resources using Grid middleware. Todays technology is advanced enough to

o↵er users a possibility of running large simulation, runs and check the results during

the runtime, having near real time responses, even changing runtime parameters with-

out restarting applications on remote distributed resources. Such technology could be

easily applied for on-line remote visualization, or applications steering. Also, interac-

tivity might empower the usage of the scientific workflows being a method for dynamic

steering of the workflows execution.

9
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1.4 Contributions

The dissertation proposes solutions addressing the issues of providing to users suitable

seamless access to distributed resources and services used for the execution of applica-

tions. These solutions are based on the tools in which design and development I have

participated. In order to position the proposed solutions the current state of the art

in the area of providing access to e-Infrastructures with special focus on the access to

computational resources, scientific worflow environments, providing interactivity in the

Grid environments is shown.

The essential element of the proposed developments is the extension of a recognised

scientific workflow system that addresses access and interaction with heterogenous dis-

tributed computing infrastructures and middleware. Particular focus is put on the

aspects of failure management for workflows running on the Grid environment. The

goal was improvement of the success rate of the complex workflow scenarios running

on the production Grid infrastructure.

Another addressed challenge is related to provision of the interactive mechanism for

the workflows and desktop environment for work in Grid.

Basic typical generic use cases have been proposed and developed which could be the

basic building blocks for real application scenarios. Design, development and deploy-

ment of several scientific application scenarios using the proposed tools and methods

are presented. These cases are examples of complex, large-scale problems, coming from

di↵erent branches of science including Nuclear Fusion and Astrophysics. The evaluation

of the proposed solution is performed in the context of production infrastructures.

The future directions are discussed in the light of the usage of the Clouds and

virtualisation techniques and emerging technologies.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents

the background information and reviews related research, covering the state of the art in

the area of the Grid middleware, e-Science environments front ends and tools including

portals and scientific workflow systems and the access to middleware services. Chapter

3 contains a technical description of the proposed advances and developments done.

Chapter 4.1 describes representative example scenarios that make use of the developed

10
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tools from the area of Nuclear Fusion and Astrophysics. Chapter 5 presents the results

of evaluation of the use cases. Chapter 6 outlines future research work and directions,

as well as next scientific exploitation area. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation

and outlines the list of publications that had been driven by this research.
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2

Related work

2.1 Grid middleware

A Grid middleware can be defined as a complex software stack that allows to access

and operate on distributed resources of a Grid. In respect to the history of Grid mid-

dleware, the Condor (24) project is often described as the precursor, starting in 1988

with the goal of creating software that enables computing environment with heteroge-

neous distributed resources. In the following years, since 1993, Legion/Avaki provided

wide-area distributed computing (25). Other kinds of distributed computing that pop-

ularized the concept was so-called volunteer computing. The first volunteer computing

project was Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (26), a collaborative project of

volunteers who freely used available computer software to search for Mersenne prime

numbers, which started in 1996. Other early projects include distributed.net, and also

academic systems for volunteer computing (Bayanihan, Popcorn, Superweb, etc.). The

popularity of the idea of volunteer computing begins with launching SETI@home (27),

and Folding@home(1999) (28)-over years each one attracted several hundred thousand

volunteers. BOINC middleware (29), originally conceived for the SETI@Home project,

was designed to exploit idle cycles on Windows desktop computers. It was subsequently

extended to support Apple (OS X) and Linux systems. Recently, new desktop Grid

initiatives have become multi-purpose, i. e. they are designed to run not only one

but several codes devoted to di↵erent scientific problems. Examples of these kinds of

projects are Ibercivis (30) in Spain or Almeregrid in The Netherlands, both of them

included in the European Project EDGES (31).
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The ideas of the Grid were brought together by ”fathers of the grid”: Ian Foster,

Carl Kesselman, and Steve Tuecke. They were leading the e↵ort to create the Globus

Toolkit (32) that provided an idea of a single sign-on to the computing infrastructure.

In 1997 started the UNICORE (33) project providing services as an European alter-

native to Globus in the area of high-performance computing. In order to address the

needs of data Grids and high-throughput computing coming from High Energy Physics

community, EU DataGrid (EDG) (34) project lead by CERN started in 2001, created

a new complete middleware solution. EDG was using Globus Toolkit and Condor tech-

nologies, and added a number of its own components. Later within the next series of

the EU funded EGEE projects the middleware evolved in the, so-called, gLite middle-

ware (35). Also, in 2001, the NorduGrid project started to develop ARC middleware

(36), that is another European open source middleware.

1997 

GT2.0 

2003 

GT3.0 
OGSA 

2005 

GT4.x 
WSRF 

2009 2013 

GT5.0 GT5.2 

2003 2005 2013 2007 2009 

LCG-1 LCG-2 gLite3 
gLite2 

gLite1 
EMI1 

EMI2 

EMI3 
gLite3.2 

UNICORE6 

2007 

UNICORE4 
UNICORE5 

2004 2005 2013 2007 2009 

ARC 11.05 ARC 0.6 ARC 13.02 

Figure 2.1: Timeline of the major Grid middleware

The Globus Toolkit was one of the first Grid initiatives that allowed to share securely
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distributed computing power, storage resources and other tools. The toolkit includes

software and components for resource management (GRAM 5),security(MyProxy, GSI-

Open SSH,GSI C), data management(GridFTP, Replica Location RLS), information

infrastructure, etc. It is basically packaged as a set of components that can be used

independently. The large Grid initiatives like NorduGrid, EGEE are using the Globus

Toolkit components as a part of their services. GridFTP is a secure, reliable data trans-

fer protocol based on FTP. The Replica Location Service (RLS) provides the service for

registration and searching of replica information RLS which is composed of two types

of services, an index and a catalog service. MyProxy is a software for managing X.509

security credentials. It is kind of online credential repository that allows users to obtain

temporary credential on request. GSI-OpenSSH is a modified version of OpenSSH with

support for X.509 proxy certificate authentication and delegation. The GSI C compo-

nent provides API for authentication, authorization and certificate management. The

Grid Resource Allocation and Management (GRAM5) is used to submit, monitor, and

cancel jobs.

The gLite (35) middleware stack is composed of many components on the client,

services and execution side. It has common security model and information system.

The gLite security infrastructure is based on X.509 proxy credentials with attribute

certificates added by the Virtual Organization Management Service (VOMS). The core

services are composed of the job brokering services called Workload Management Sys-

tem (WMS), tracking and logging services called Logging and Bookkeeping , hierar-

chical view of the user files called LCG File catalogue (LFC) and the information

services based on Berkeley Database Information Index (BDII). WMS is responsible

for distribution and management of computational jobs across distributed resources.

The information system (BDII) indexes information from the available resources and

services and provides this information to other services. On the resources side, there

are components like Computing Elements (CE) that acts as the gateway between the

Grid and the local resource management system, Worker Nodes where the jobs are

executed, and Storage Elements that are the data storages compliant with the Storage

Resource Manager (SRM) 2.2-specification. On the client side there is the User Inter-

face component, libraries and tools like Grid File Access Library (GFAL) that provides

a user with interface to access data of Storage Elements, LCGUtils for accessing and

operation on the LFC. For transferring large amounts of data there is also a low-level
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data movement service - the gLite File Transfer Service (FTS). It is used for transfer-

ring files between Storage Elements. The metadata is handled by gLite Grid Metadata

Catalogue - AMGA(Arda Metadata Grid Application) .

Figure 2.2: gLite simplified architecture (figure credits to Leandro Ciu↵o ”gLite

overview”)

UNICORE (33) that stands for Uniform Interface to Computing Resources o↵ers a

Grid system including client and server software. UNICORE was originally designed as

a unified and seamless interface to high-performance computing resources. It supports

number of operating systems on both server side (di↵erent batch systems are supported

such as: LoadLeveler, Torque, SLURM, LSF, OpenCCS) and client side(Windows, Ma-

cOS, Linux and Unix systems). UNICORE is a Grid middleware, providing graphical

and command line clients a set of server components. Since version 6, UNICORE uses

technologies like Web services, the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) and the

Eclipse platform (see Figure 2.3). Its plugins and extensibility points allow integration

with third-party systems. UNICORE is relying on X.509 certificates for authentication

and Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) assertions for trust delegation. The

client side includes Eclipse based graphical client, commandline client and High Level
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API for Grid Applications (HiLA) client API. Rich Client includes Grid browser and

basic workflows support. HiLA is a Java library for programming of UNICORE based

applications. On the server side the core services are the Gateway that enables web

services routing, Grid services for job execution, accessing storage and file transfer, ex-

ecution backend (XNJS) that supports Job Submission Description Language (JSDL)

and Open Grid Forum HPC-Basic Profile, common information service based on Grid

Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) 2, Target System Interface (support for

LSF, LoadLeveler, SGE, Torque, SLURM) and XUUDB that is user database. There

are also file transfer mechanisms ( OGSA-ByteIO and HTTP and optional UDT and

GridFTP).

Figure 2.3: UNICORE Architecture (copied from the UNICORE website)
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In terms of the current landscape in respect to the Grid middleware and the infras-

tructures, there are di↵erent approaches in the USA and Europe. On the European

scene there is much more variety, while in the US the consolidation seems to be stronger.

In the US the major Grid initiatives are Open Science Grid (OSG) (37) and TeraGrid

(38) (now Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) ). OSG

facilitates distributed computing for scientific research. OSG infrastructure ships a

common package of software solutions provided and supported by OSG, which includes

Condor and Globus technologies. TeraGrid, which is an e-Science Grid computing in-

frastructure, uses a set of software packages called ”Coordinated TeraGrid Software and

Services” (CTSS). Since TeraGrid project has finished, it is followed on by XSEDE.

In Europe middleware solutions like UNICORE, Globus Toolkit, and other Globus-

based, like gLite and ARC are used. The Grid umbrella project - European Grid

Initiative promotes the Universal Middleware Distribution, which includes packages

provided by the European Middleware Initiative (gLite, ARC, UNICORE) and Initia-

tive for Globus in Europe. However, most of the Grid resources currently available

in Europe are accessible via the gLite middleware (developed by the EGEE series

of projects). EGEE was focused on processing of very large data volumes with se-

quential batch jobs. In respect to HPC infrastructures, although access is typically

accomplished using direct SSH login, several HPC centers in Europe (Partnership for

Advanced Computing in Europe - PRACE (6)) use also UNICORE for exposing their

resources to external users.

2.2 Accessing the e-Infrastructure

2.2.1 eScience Gateways: Portals

The ”eScience portal(or gateway)” term can be described as a set of web or desktop

applications and tools providing users with the GUI access to the eScience environment.

Such portals are usually domain specific. The most common portal model is based on

the web technologies which are based on web servers providing secure and authorized

access via a web browser. Gateways are designed to allow users to do scientific research

with the computing facilities from a users workstation. Gateways make available a rich

set of components like the applications, data repositories, instrumentation, ticketing
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systems, complex workflows environments and collaborative environments. Gateways

allow users to integrate their own application in the distributed environment.

There is a large number of eScience portals, so it would be a long list even just to

mention all of them. From the technology perspective, one of the most widely used and

popular Grid portals has been developed by the Gridsphere project. Gridsphere (39)

portal framework family implements Java Portlet Specification JSR-168 (40) and it was

one of the most popular portlet containers for eScience applications (e.g. Gatlet). A

number of projects around the world have contributed to this research. Another family

of the Grid portals, managing basic user interaction with a Grid was the GridPort (41)

and GENIUS (42). Liferay (43) is an open source portal framework, o↵ering content

management and service-oriented architecture, that is very popular among Grid com-

munity. EnginFrame (44) is a web-based front-end for job submission, tracking and

integrated data management for applications and services. G-POD (45) is a generic

Grid-based framework providing the necessary flexibility for building an application

virtual environment with access to data, computing resources and results. In the US,

TeraGrid Gateways (46) program had over 20 Grid portals for various scientific disci-

plines that are using TeraGrid computing and data resources. Currently XSEDE science

gateways list more than 40 active gateways spanning multiple scientific disciplines.

What concerns the eScience Grid portals (or Gateways) built for specific commu-

nities and scientific disciplines, it is worth to mention the BIRN Portal, for biomedical

imaging, RENCI BioPortal for biology, GEON Portal for geosciences, Cactus portal,

ServoGrid Portal, NEES Grid Portal for earthquake science, NanoHub for nanotech-

nology and nanoscience, VODesktop for astronomy.

To characterise the eScience Portal better, six common parts addressed by most of

them must be distinguished:

• Authentication, authorization and security. The portal authenticates each user

usually with a Grid certificate or with credentials that are associated with the

certificate used later in Grid. From the infrastructure perspective it is necessary

to identify who is actually using the resources.

• User data storage. A user can see a personalized view of the data. The data are

private or shared among a group of users. The user can access the data using

di↵erent available protocols.
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• Data and metadata search. Sharing, browsing, searching for the data is one of

the basic requirements for most of the experiments and user communities. For

the metadata di↵erent ontologies could be used.

• Data provenance. Tracking data provenance allows to repeat experiments. It is

a way to discover how the data have been achieved. Some of the portals have

modules or tools for automatic data provenance tracking.

• Collaboration tools. There is a broad range of collaborating tools, that are usually

deployed, starting from a simple chat, social mediam up to complex teleconfer-

encing tools.

• Tools for the designing and conducting experiments. Scientists usually have com-

plex use cases composed of several steps. Even in the simpliest analysis process

there is usually preprocessing, execution, analysis, postprocessing and visualiza-

tion. Some of the experiments need to access the instruments, others need to run

on computational resources in the form of complex workflow. As a response to

such requirement eScience portals are capable of creating and conducting scientific

workflows and also conducting experiments with the usage of virtual laboratory

tools.

2.2.2 Scientific Workflows Systems

Scientific workflow systems are a specialized form of workflow management systems

designed to compose and execute either a series of computational or data manipulation

steps, or workflows in a scientific application. Usually, scientific workflows are repre-

sentations of the processes involved in a scientific computation. The figure 2.4 presents

the high level view of a common usage of workflow systems to support users in the

scientific process.

Workflow system is orchestrating the control of operations and flow of the data from

observations and experiments, remote data sets and repositories, invoking simulations

on di↵erent types of computational resources, finally visualizing and performing the

analysis of the output data. Scientific workflows systems are often used for orchestra-

tion of the tasks in distributed computing resources. On the figure 2.5 are presented

general architecture blocks in a typical scientific workflow system in the context of
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Figure 2.4: High level view of a common usage of workflow systems to support users in

the scientific process

distributed computing, based on the workflow reference model (47) proposed by Work-

flow Management Coalition (WfMC) in 1994. As shown on the figure 2.5 (described in

details in (48)) the build time functions are related with the definition and modelling

of the workflow tasks, data flows and dependencies. During the run-time workflow is

managing the executions and is interacting with the computational resources. Users

are designing workflows, providing the input parameters that result in the generation

of the workflow specification (defined by the workflow description language). Such

specification is later submitted to the run-time services responsible for execution.

The workflow run-time enactment services responsible for execution are combined of

several components responsible for the workflow tasks scheduling. Workflow enactment

services also takes care of data movement and also falut tolerance. In case of scheduling

jobs on the Grid infrastructure, the workflow enactment services are using the Grid
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Figure 2.5: General architecture blocks represented in typical scientific workflow system

in the context of distributed computing

middleware.

2.2.2.1 Survey over major scientific workflows

The workflow survey literature (48), (48),(49),(50) has discussed the workflow taxon-

omy in the context of distributed computing in details. This taxonomy proposes four

major elements of the workflow management systems: workflow design, scheduling,

fault tolerance and data movement. Each of the elements is divided into di↵erent

categories, as presented on the 2.6.

Workflow designers decide how the workflow components can be composed. Work-

flow scheduling determines the ways of execution of workflow tasks on shared resources.

One of the most important aspects of scheduling is the architecture that influences the

autonomy, scalability and performance of the system. There are three major schedul-
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ing architecture types: centralized, hierarchical and decentralized. The hierarchical

scheduling di↵ers from the central one in the fact that apart from the main scheduler it

has multi level sub-workflows schedulers. The decentralised scheduling has multi level

schedulers but does not have central, main scheduler. Another aspect is related with

planning of a schema. There are two major types: static or dynamic. In contrast to

the static planning the dynamic models can be generated also during the execution and

can take into account dynamic changes of the state of the resources. Fault tolerance

focuses on handling the failures and supporting reliable execution. Two levels at which

the workflow handling failures can be distinguished are: the workflow level and the task

level. On the workflow level it is required usually to change the structure or flow of

the execution while task level handles the e↵ect of the distinguishing tasks. The data

movement concerns the way of the staging of input and output files.

The workflow paradigm for applications on Grids o↵ers several advantages, such as

orchestration of widely distributed resources, increasing the resource utilisation. There

are several scientific workflow systems utilising Grid middleware. The most popular are:

Askalon (51), Pegasus (52), Taverna (53) , Kepler (54) but also others like Discovery

Net (55), P-GRADE (56), GridBus (57), Pipeline Pilot (58), Apache Airavata (59),

Triana (60), Swift (61). Kepler workflow system will be presented in a separate section

in details.

Pegasus developed in the US and has been used in several scientific domains (in-

cluding astronomy, bioinformatics, earthquake science and others). This tool supports

distributed middleware like Condor, Globus. It has strong support for parametric

sweeps workflows. Pegasus is based on Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) based workflow,

with centralised architecture of workflow scheduling with dynamic planning schema.

The fault tolerance is based on the DAGMan.

The Condor DAGMan (Directed Acyclic Graph Manager) (62) is a workflow engine

that manages Condor jobs organized as DAGs e. It has no knowledge of the data flow

and in distributed environments needs a higher-level layer. DAGMan does not have

conditional execution.

Askalon programming environment, is used to design and execute the scientific

applications. It has a service-oriented architecture with the functionality of resource

management, discovery, workflow scheduling and execution. Askalon supports Globus

middleware (GT2 and GT4). Askalon is non-DAG based workflow, with decentralised
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Figure 2.6: A taxonomy for scientific workflow systems in the context Grid computing.

Figure source (48)

architecture of workflow scheduling with static or dynamic planning schema. There

are multiple levels of fault tolerance supported: on task level it is retry and alternate

resource methods, on the workflow level it is rescue workflows.

Taverna, developed in the UK and built on FreeFlou engine has been used in the

fields of bioinformatics, astronomy and others. It supports Grid middlewares like Grid-
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SAM (63) and gLite. Taverna is DAG based workflow, with centralised architecture of

workflow scheduling with dynamic planning schema. There are multiple levels of fault

tolerance supported, on task level it is the retry and alternate resource methods.

Apache Airavata, developed in the US has been applied to workflows emerging in a

wide spectrum of science disciplines including astronomy, biophysics and bioinformatics,

chemistry, material science. It allows to work with computational resources ranging

from local clusters to national Grids like XSDE and computing clouds like Amazon

Elastic Compute Cloud. It is based on DAG workflows.

Swift, developed in the US is a system that combines scripting language called

SwiftScript with a system based on CoG Karajan (64) execution engine and Falkon job

submission system (65) to allow for the execution of large, loosely coupled computa-

tions. It is DAG based workflow.

Karajan, developed in the US is a workflow execution engine, being developed within

the Java CoG Kit. Execution engine is based on the Globus Toolkit (GT2, GT3, GT4,

Condor). It is non DAG based, with centralised architecture of workflow scheduling

with static planning schema. There are multiple levels of fault tolerance: on task level

it is the retry, alternate resource and checkpoint/restart methods, on the workflow level

it is user-defined exception handling.

GridBus workflow system, is based on a DAG workflows. GridBus supports Grid

middleware such as Globus 2.4, Globus 4.0. It has hierarchical structure of workflow

scheduling, with the static or dynamic planning schema. The fault tolerance is done

on the task level and the technique used is the alternate resource.

Cloudbus Workflow Engine supports Cluster, Grid and Clouds. The Cloudbus

Workflow Engine is an extension to the Gridbus Workflow Engine (GWFE), with the

same architecture and properties, extended with Cloud support.

P-GRADE Grid Portal is a web based environment for developing, executing and

monitoring workflows using various Grid middleware technologies including gLite, ARC,

Globus Toolkit.

Discovery Net is a workflow system for scientific knowledge discovery. It provides a

graphical user an interface that allows to compose workflows using various third-party

services. It supports Globus middleware.
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2.2.2.2 Kepler

Kepler (66) is a free and open source, scientific workflow application. Kepler is designed

to help scientists and developers to create, execute and share models and analysis across

a various scientific disciplines. Kepler was founded by researchers at the National Center

for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS) at the University of California, Santa

Barbara and San Diego Supercomputer Center at the University of California.

Kepler includes a library containing over 400 processing components, so called actors

that can be easily configured, connected and run. Workflows in Kepler can be nested,

allowing to group the tasks and functionalities into modular sub-workflows. This gives

workflow designers possibility to create the reusable simply components that can be

easily reused within di↵erent workflows.

Kepleris based on the data flow-oriented Ptolemy II system, which is a software

system for modeling and simulation of real-time embedded systems. Kepler workflows

model the flow of data between a series of computation steps. Kepler facilitates the

execution process, data movement and gathering provenance information. The environ-

ment is composed of the Java graphical user interface for composing the workflows, that

could be run on Windows, Linux, OS and from the runtime engine used for workflow

execution.

This engine can run in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) or command-line mode.

Kepler supports di↵erent workflow model of computation, inherited from the Ptolemy

system, including Synchronous Data Flow (SDF), Continuous Time (CT), Process Net-

work (PN), Dynamic Data Flow (DDF) and others. The basic workflow elements are

directors and actors. The directors control the execution of a workflow while the ac-

tors take their execution instructions from the directors and perform the computa-

tions/actions. Actors can be grouped into composite actors that are sets of actors

bundled together in order to perform complex operations. Composite actors are used

in workflows as nested sub-workflows. In respect to the distributed computing sup-

port there are some existing approaches. Kepler includes the set of actors basing on

Globus Toolkit libraries (based on Globus Toolkit 1.4). Also, there is Nimrod system

that allows to build parameters to sweep and search applications using the Grid mid-

dleware. So called Nimrod/K is built on Kepler, using Keplers runtime engine. In

Nimrod/K only one actor is needed for the whole action-called a GridJob actor (using
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Nimrod/G). This actor pre-stages files to the machine, requests a processing slot and

transfers output files directly to the next machine. It has been used in several dis-

ciplines including ecology, molecular biology, genetics, physics. The Kepler workflow

system is widely used by the nuclear fusion communities in Europe (EFDA ITM-TF)

and in USA (CPES).

2.2.2.3 Workflow provenance

The major benefits of the provenance of the workflows are: reproducibility that allows

to reproduce and in the same time validate the results, the automated capture, query

and storage of the provenance data. Provenance is also very useful when dealing with

the troubleshooting and optimisation. As an example, it could be useful for tuning

parameter settings while re-running the workflow many times.

In the scientific workflows there are two major forms of the provenance: retrospec-

tive and prospective. Retrospective provenance is a record of executed steps and the

execution environment (so, in other words, logs of the execution). Prospective prove-

nance is the capture of the tasks to be executed and specification that can be used

to reproduce results. There are few provenance models proposed (67),(68),(69),(70),

(71), that support retrospective provenance and could also be used for the prospective

provenance. Most of the workflow systems including Kepler, Vistrail support prove-

nance on local level. The comparison of the workflow provenance implementations as

well as detailed taxonomy is described in (72) .

2.3 Accessing the middleware and services

2.3.1 Standards defining interoperable access

Interoperability is the ability and method of diverse systems to work together. Ac-

cording to (73) interoperability is ”the capability to communicate, execute programs,

or transfer data among various functional units in a manner that requires the user to

have little or no knowledge of the unique characteristics of those units”. One of the key

factors for achieving interoperability is standardisation. It is the definition of common

interfaces to enable interoperability.

Interoperation is the way to make two or more systems (for example ICT systems)

work together during a certain period of time. On the contrary, the interoperability
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is a method to allow many systems compliant to a given standard to work together

for a long time. Interoperation is usually performed when standard compliance is not

possible at reasonable cost. Mechanisms such as adapters, convertors, bridges, plug-ins

or translators are being used to achieve interoperability.

Standards are the essential aspect of the modern world. Standards exists in every

aspect of life, as an example there are standard sockets, voltage, battery sizes, etc.

that are just a few of the thousands of standards that make our life possible. Techni-

cal standard is an established norm describing technical systems. Usually standard is

restricted to technologies approved by formalized global bodies that work on basic con-

sensus. Open standard is a kind of technical standard that is publicly available. There

are several definitions of open standards. They di↵er in openness and the ownership of

rights. Open standards are very important for science, industry, governments and also

for final users. On the contrary to so-called proprietary standards, open standards are

not favouring a single vendor or a small group of vendors only, preventing vendor lock-

in. They enable providers to deliver services and technologies by di↵erent vendors or

parties that are seamlessly working together. One of the best examples of standards in

the last decades is the World Wide Web that was the base of wide wave of innovations

and technologies that have revolutionized the world. There are many standardization

bodies: IEEE, W3C, ISO, IETF, OMA, OMG, OGC, OASIS, CEN ELEC ETSI, ISO,

IEC, ITU, OGF.

Also, in the subject of accessing the e-infrastructures standardized APIs and ser-

vices interfaces are essential for providing interoperable and uniform services as well

as software. Among the relevant standardisation forums in terms of distributed in-

frastructure are an Open Grid Forum OGF, Open Geospatial Consortium OGC and

OASIS(Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards).

The Open Grid Forum proposed a number of standards for accessing Grid middle-

ware and services. The most relevant standard specifications concern service interface

for executing jobs on heterogeneous computing resources (BES and HPC Basic Pro-

file), information model describing computational resources (GLUE Schema), uniform

access to distributed and heterogeneous data (Web Service Data Access and Integra-

tion -WS-DAI), an API for the functionality of local resource management systems

(DRMAA), a simple API for Grid applications (SAGA), and a language to describe
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jobs to be executed (JSDL). These standards are essential for sustainable evolution of

the e-Infrastructure.

A specification that provides standard interface that executes batch jobs on the

Grid is OGSA Basic Execution Service (BES) (74). This standard defines web services

for the control and monitoring of computational tasks.

Clients define these activities using the Job Submission Description Language (JSDL)

(75). JSDL is a XML-based standard, describing the requirements of computational

jobs necessary for submission to resources. JSDL includes the description of job names,

commands to execute, resource requirements(RAM, CPU, OS, etc), execution limita-

tions (CPU time, memory, etc), input/output file staging. The most widely adopted

is the v1.0 from 2005 specification, however, work has been continued. There are sev-

eral extensions of this specification, including HPC Basic Profile (HPC-BP) v1.0, JSDL

HPC Profile Application Extension, JSDL SPMD(single program multiple data) Appli-

cation Extension, HPC File Staging Profile, JSDL Parameter Sweep Extension. JSDL

Parameter Sweep Extension allows to explore the parameter-space. The Parameter

Sweep is a job that internally defines collection of jobs that has di↵erent value of one

of more job parameters.

The WS-DAI specifications define web services interfaces to data resources.

The Glue schema (76) specification provides abstract information model allowing

exchanging information about resources as well as services. The most widely adopted

specification version 1.3 is being used in many production Grids, the version 2.0 of the

specification should be adapted by di↵erent infrastructures nowadays.

DRMAA (77) is a standard designed to be used by portal and application develop-

ers, defining API for job submission, job monitoring and control, and retrieval of the

finished job status. These functionalities are necessary to control jobs of Distributed

Resource Management Systems (DRMS). DRMAA provides a programming model that

enables development of distributed applications. The most widely deployed specifica-

tion is 1.0 from 2008, in 2012 2.0 has been released . There are bindings to many

programming languages including C/C++, Java/JavaScript, Perl, Python and Ruby.

SAGA (78) is a specification of a high-level API that provides a common interface

across various middleware systems. SAGA defines API for submitting and controlling

jobs, files operations, streaming communication and allows the implementation of adap-

tors for various environments. The implementations include already language bindings,
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like Java, Pythob and C++. SAGA specification v 1.0 has been released in 2008 with

the revised version in 2011.

Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) (79) is a set of specifications for cloud

services management. OCCI concerns the fundamental layer of the cloud stack (IaaS)

but can be applied to higher levels in the stack (PaaS, SaaS). The specification focuses

on capabilities required to support services that are vendor-independent.

The OGC (80) Transducer Markup Language (TML) provides a model and XML

schema for description of sensors and supports real-time streaming of data. The OGC

Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) is a framework for accessing sensors on the Internet

via services. SWE does not only allow access to the sensors, but it also enables data

transport from the sensors . OASIS Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF) is a

family of specifications for web services. WSRF provides a specification of operations

that web services might implement in order to become stateful.

OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), is an XML-based framework

for communicating user authentication, entitlement and attribute information. SAML

allows business entities to make assertions regarding identity, attributes and entitle-

ments of a subject to other entities, such as a partner company or another enterprise

application. ((81))

2.3.2 Interactivity in Grid environments

2.3.2.1 Interactivity on the middleware layer

Interactivity in the Grids allows dynamic processing of the data while the jobs run-

ning on the computational, usually remote resources, are running. For instance, this

capability allows users to check the results of their applications while they are running.

The basic properties of interactivity are bidirectional data flow between the job and

the user front end and event processing.

There are several use cases that can be taken into consideration. A typical use case:

long running simulation takes couple of days using large number of resources. A user

should be able to analyse the intermediate results while the job is still running in order

to terminate or restart the simulation. A more advanced use case: once getting reser-

vation of the resources a user should be able to change the parameters of the running

application. Going step further a user could demand the remote visualization of the
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running job, with the ability of sending back the controls. As a remote visualization

we could imagine sending of the whole remote desktop or just the application specific

data to be rendered locally. The extreme examples of the applications that could use

interactive capabilities are the massively multiplayer online games (MMOG). MMOGs

are using hundreds to thousands of computers for each game in order to deliver the

required Quality of Service (QoS) to the players. They require real time steering, scal-

able services using large amounts of computational resources. The main challenge for

such kind of applications includes the scalability to thousands of the online connections,

monitoring services and steering that requires fullfiling the QoS parameters.

From the interactive applications point of view, the two main parameters which need

to be taken into account for resource allocation are capacity (e.g. memory, number of

processors, latency, bandwidth) and time as a part of QoS parameters defined in the

Service Layer Agreement(SLA). Applications that require remote visualization might

provide good performance if the delivered frame rate is at least 10 frames per second

while for the games it would not be less than 20 frames per second. Thus, the framework

has to monitor continuously the performance delivered and monitor network conditions

to determine when the problem is due to oversubscribe to its network bandwidth. Such

requirement, however, is not that important for long running simulations where the

interaction is needed only to check intermediate results of the jobs rather than to steer

the application in real time. In general, the Grid as such was designed to address

the batch processing rather than the interactive kinds of the jobs. There were several

projects tackling with the interactivity in the Grids.

For example in the (82) Virtual Network Computing (VNC) interactive sessions for

the Grid were introduced. There are publications presenting the interactive proposition

for the UNICORE 6 middleware, for online visualization and steering - VISIT/GS

architecture (83). This approach is using the SSH for the interactive access to running

job.

Within the CrossGrid project developed glogin which allows an interactive login to

Grid sites and also supports forwarding of TCP connections.

In terms of the RealityGrid project (84), a steering library for Grid applications

was developed. API of this library that was responsible for passing the steering events

over the TCP sockets.
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The other example is the CUMULVS (85) system for collaborative online steering

of parallel simulations in distributed environments. The application is using the CU-

MULVS library for sending steering commands. The project edutain@grid (86) was

dealing with the Real-Time Online Interactive Applications (ROIA) . The main chal-

lenges addressed in the project were related with ”the real-time interactive response,

dynamically changing control and data application flows whilst maintaining high Qual-

ity of Service (QoS)” ((86)). The On-Demand Resource Provisioning for Online Games

(87) project was targeting the MMOG kind of games. The project is using the Cloud

computing techniques to support computationally intensive real-time applications.

2.3.2.2 Interactivity in workflow environments

Interactivity has been addressed in the past by di↵erent workflow systems. The initial

means of the interactivity emerged as a result of the error handling in the workflow

management systems that aimed to improve the reliability of the workflows. There are

also approaches to use interactivity for remote visualisation, as well as for interacting

with the running applications during runtime (changing the parameters).

The Pegasus workflow allows for dynamic steering. It allows via the so called

”factory workflow” to bring in the new workflow in the runtime.

GPFlow (88) was a scientific workflow environment, based on Microsoft Biztalk,

focusing mainly on supporting the legacy code in the Grid. Its workflow model was

based on the spreadsheets. While the computation was running, it allowed to change

the values of the running components. It was mainly used for bioinformatic workflows.

The SCIRun (89) environment, used mainly by bioelectric eld research and medicine,

is an example of the visual programing environment for experimentation workflows. It

allows to design and execute dataflows. SCIRun has the capability to interactively

control simulations during the computations, it propagates changes of the simulation

parameters at runtime to the running simulation.

The latest developments within the CLAVIRE platform (90) are targeting the urgent

computing that is focused on the deadline driven applications on the HPC. The urgent

computing has lot of interactivity in its nature. CLAVIRE system mainly focuses on

the usage of the legacy software. Interactive capabilities are achieved by the usage of

library based in the ZeroMQ (91) message passing communication technology.
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2.3.3 Integration of the instrumentation in e-Infrastructure and ac-

cess to instruments

Various international projects have already tried to target some of the aspects involved

in the integration of instrumentation in e-Infrastructure.These works were funded by

several international projects, since they needed the know-how and the participation of

the institutes all over the world. Worldwide e↵orts can be grouped thematically into

the following domains: conceptual work, complete general system solutions and user

specific domain systems.

Some projects provided conceptual work, performing an analysis of current sys-

tems states and user requirements. The final outcome of these projects is usually a

proposition of general architecture and mechanisms for building instrumentation sys-

tems. For example, in the Common Instrument Middleware Architecture (CIMA) (92),

project, semantic descriptions of instruments were investigated. They are consumed by

interested peers to generate dynamic clients and invoke their functionality according to

those descriptions. The CIMA project was supported by the NSF Middleware Initia-

tive to integrate instruments and sensors as real-time data sources into Grid computing

environments through the Service Oriented Architecture.

There are also several solutions that aimed at realizing complete general purpose

systems to integrate instruments and build virtual laboratories. The idea of such a

system is to be easily adaptable for new use cases. The goal of another project called

GRIDCC was to build a geographically distributed system that is able to remotely

control and monitor complex instrumentation, ranging over a large number of diverse

environments. The goal of GRIDCC (93) was to exploit Grid opportunities for the

secure and collaborative work of distributed teams in order to remotely operate and

monitor scientific equipment using the Grids massive memory and computing resources

for storing and processing data generated by this kind of equipment. The Observa-

tory Middleware Framework project has built a working prototype of an observatory

framework designed and implemented to scale to a national or international level and

interoperate with other large environmental observatories. It provides a new framework

and techniques to access and process both raw and derived data streams from multiple

observatories independently of their specific technological implementation. Another ex-

ample of such a kind of research was DORII (Deployment of Remote Instrumentation

Infrastructure) project (94)which followed up e↵orts started in the GRIDCC, deploying
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the infrastructure for several use cases including synchotron facilities, oceanographic

and coastal monitoring systems, network centric simulations.

In the scientific domains like astronomy, earth science and microscopy, it is common

to build sophisticated field specific systems. For example, AugerAccess (Integrating

Auger Observatory and European Research Institutions into a worldwide Grid) (95)

was a project dedicated to improving access capabilities of European research groups

working on the Pierre Auger Observatory (Argentina). It designed and developed soft-

ware with the aim of implementing a system of remote monitoring and control of the

data taken from the Auger Observatory. The OpenTel (96), An Open Network for

Robotic Telescopes Project provided the means for interconnecting single robotic tele-

scopes to a global network for sharing observation time, observation programs and

data. SpectroGrid (97), a software system based on open-source technologies was im-

plemented to provide secure access to remote Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy instruments.

2.4 Chapter summary

This chapter presented background information relevant for this thesis. It is composed

of three main sections presenting the current state of art in Grid middleware, the ways

of accessing the e-Science environments including portals and the Scientific Workflow

Systems, and the access to middleware services describing standards, available interac-

tivity methods and access to scientific instruments.
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Development and integration of

tools: work performed

Research infrastructures dedicated to computing have grown and diversified in the sci-

entific world substantially over the last decade. The ecosystem of computing resources

ranges from local resources at departmental and research center level, either in the form

of workstations or computer clusters, up to national and international facilities run by

Supercomputer Centers, or High Performance Computers (HPC). From the point of

view of size and utilization of resources, they can be described with a pyramidal orga-

nization. The bottom of the pyramid is formed by the most extended form of computing

infrastructure: workstations and PCs that mainly support the everyday work of the

user. Clusters (the middle layer) owned by particular institutions are usually deployed

to improve performance and/or availability over that of a single computer, while typ-

ically being much more cost-e↵ective than single computers of comparable speed or

availability. Clusters have become a standard commodity in research centers, and by

far the most extended computing research infrastructure in the scientific world. The

most powerful but also the most expensive HPC machines dedicated for performing

massive computation resides on the top of the structure.

HPC machines are typically installed and maintained as national facilities available

at designated places specially designed to satisfy the physical constraints related to

high energy consumption which involves running a system with (as of todays state-of-

art) involve tens of thousands of computing cores. A global trend, which could be seen

over the last years, is to combine existing resources to ensure on the one hand their
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e↵ective usage, on the other hand their permanent availability. A good example of

permanent availability can be Grid infrastructures constructed by assembling together

the clusters of a number of research centers interested in data and/or resource sharing

for a particular research project(s) . Researchers have access to a pool of resources

which in principle o↵ers support beyond eventual downtime schedules and resilience

problems a↵ecting one site in particular. Scientific communities have nowadays the

possibility of accessing a large variety of computing resources. HPC systems, Grid

infrastructures and clusters are also from the conceptual, architectural and policies

point of view very di↵erent infrastructures, with its own administration and accessing

mechanism. The situation has evolved very heterogeneously, in such a way that it is

frequently the case that scientist do not have a problem with lack of resources, in terms

of the total amount of CPU and storage resources at their disposal, but rather with

utilization of these resources in a straightforward and reliable way. Seamless and easy

access to the e-Science environment is an important aspect improving the usability and

utilisation of the resources.

A typical use case consists of a sequence of related applications processing data and

transferring results from one step to another, constituting so-called workflow. The flow

of input/output between the di↵erent parts of the workflow job(s) need to be automa-

tized. This automatization is in no way trivial when di↵erent computing infrastructures

are being used at the di↵erent stages. It is often the case that parts of the workflow

need to be run, or can be run in smaller facilities like local clusters, or distributed over

HTC resources, while other parts of the workflow need to perform an intensive simu-

lation involving many processes in a HPC system. More complex scientific workflows

composed sometimes of hundreds components, where the execution is lasting for many

days.

Users interacting with the e-infrastructure expect a stable and robust platform to

do the science. The typical experienced researcher wants to maximise autonomy: use

local resources and develop own tools using low-level interfaces to computing infras-

tructure. Distributed computing infrastructures are attractive to user communities

until the need to adapt the homegrown solutions to the common middleware arises.

At current level of complexity it is likely that a large fraction of jobs will fail at some

point during the execution. This is seen as inherent to distributed infrastructures and

can be a challenging issue to solve, even for the experienced e-scientists, unless specific
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helpdesk services are available. The initial focus on deploying distributed computing

infrastructures has been on supporting the very large, established collaborations with

formalised practices. This has created various barriers of entry for small teams.

In addition the current state of art networks gives the possibility of using the re-

sources in the interactive manner, so the mechanism allowing for such behaviour is

of importance for many of the applications and users in particular in the field of the

experimental and exploratory sciences. Interactivity can be used also as a method for

the remote visualisation, steering and controling.

In this chapter I describe my contributions that address the challanges stated above

in particulary in the field of facilitating the access to e-Infrastructures, improving the

fault tolerance methods for the scientific workflows and proposing and integrating en-

vironment for the interactivity within the Grid.

3.1 Facilitating the access to e-Infrastructures

Presented work spans into multiple levels: end user environment framework, scientific

workflows, the high level services that are the back ends of the end user environment

enabling the work in the grid environments. In this section I describe developments

including the Serpens suite for Kepler and the concept of the whole Virtual Research

Environment, Roaming Access Server. Serpens suite is an extension of the Kepler

scientific workflows enabling the distributed computations and provides the needed

integration of the codes using a workflow engine that is able to access the di↵erent

available computing infrastructures. The Roaming Access Server that is the set of

the web services performing grid operations and provides access to the underlying

infrastructures using gLite-based and UNICORE middlewares.

3.1.1 Adapting Kepler to distributed computing infrastructure: Ser-

pens suite

Scientific workflow system is used usually to orchestrate the control of operations and

flow of the data from observations and experiments, remote data sets and repositories.

Scientists face complex problems that require using a number and variety of analysis

tools, each of them designed for specific computing platforms, that consume data from
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diverse sources, which may need conversions. This set of heterogeneous scientific com-

putations and data sources can be integrated and coupled into a scientific workflow,

providing researchers a traceable and reproducible tool for solving their scientific chal-

lenges. Researchers need a workflow management tool that facilitates this integration

and provides a framework for the execution of the actions needed to solve their prob-

lems. This tool should also permit performing additional tasks such as computational

steering and interactive monitoring or control, that are especially useful in the early

stages of the workflow design, while at the same time the tool should allow long-living

workflows to run unattended for weeks or even months. The workflow management

tool should provide seamless access to the distributed resources and services used for

the execution of the applications and storage of data. Ideally, the di↵erent types of

resources should be accessed in a similar way from the tool and new resource types

should be easily added without major changes in the tools or the workflow definition

process. The access to the resources must be accomplished using the existing middle-

ware implementations that are already deployed in several computing infrastructures,

namely gLite and UNICORE.

One of the most used scientific workflow system, Kepler, described in details in

section 2.2.2.2, is designed to help scientists and developers creating and executing

scientific workflows. The basic workflow elements are directors and actors.

3.1.1.1 Workflow Directors

Each Kepler workflow requires a director. It is a special object which orchestrates and

schedules the execution of workflow elements. There are several predefined directors,

each suitable for a di↵erent purpose. The Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) is a simple, very

e�cient director. It achieves good performance by prescheduling workflow execution.

It requires that the order of execution is inferable from the workflow structure itself.

This in practice excludes conditional branching and looping. For these purposes, the

Dynamic Dataflow (DDF) director can be used. It is still a single-threaded execution

model, however the schedule is updated in each iteration. This allows conditional

branches to be executed depending on the boolean value of the condition clause. Yet

another type of director is even better suited for parallel execution - Process Networks

(PN). In this model, each workflow element is run in a separate thread waiting for its

input. ports to be filled with data. This behaviour is very useful with workflow models
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having either concurrent or parallel execution scheme. There are numerous directors

in Kepler, not discussed in this paper, better suited for particular use cases. They are

described in details within Keplers user manual (98).

3.1.1.2 Workflow Actors

The aforementioned workflow element, actor, is orchestrated by the director. It means

that an actor can not perform its execution unless it is told to do so. There are two

types of actors in Kepler, the basic and composite ones. A basic actor is an object

characterised by its set of input and output ports, internal parameters and some action

incorporated within it. This is the main computation element of the workflow. In an

actor-oriented design, one analyses how data flow is organised. Which data go into the

actor, how they are processed and which data are produced as a result. Some actors

are just responsible for producing data, others are simple data consumers, but in most

cases, actors perform both actions at the same time. Director, actors and relations

between actors constitute the workflow. The second type of actor, the composite one,

is in fact a workflow that is embedded into another workflow. This way, the complexity

of a workflow can be hidden by abstracting commonly used parts. These parts are

expressed as composite actor. This approach promotes modularity and reuse of already

existing workflows.

3.1.1.3 Suites and Modules

In version 2 of Kepler, a new release scheme was introduced. Functionality is divided

between modules which are gathered in suites. A separate module consists of source

codes for actors it publishes, external libraries, licensing information and other Kepler-

related metadata. A suite is an ordered list of modules. User may decide to install a

single module or a full suite which will ensure that all intermodular dependencies are

met. Each module is versioned and resources created in Kepler are saved with these

version numbers in metadata. This prevents users from using workflows or composite

actors in a non-compatible Kepler installation.

3.1.1.4 Distributed computing in Kepler

Kepler includes some support for the distributed computing . First of all, on the sub-

workflows level actors can be executed locally or in the distributed environments. Each
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actor within a workflow may be executed in di↵erent distributed nodes, distributed

composite actors can have their own execution models. Examples include Master-Slave

Distributed Execution (99), Distributed Data-Parallel framework, and Distributed SDF

Director. There are also actors that performs atomic operations using Globus mid-

dleware. In addition there is research done on the Nimrod execution using the grid

middleware (using Nimrod/K and Nimrod/G). However these were mainly targetting

again the Globus and Condor middleware.

3.1.1.5 Serpens suite

The goal of my developments was to adapt the open source Kepler scientific workflow

system, described in 2.2.2.2 to distributed computing infrastructure, supporting the

gLite and UNICORE middleware. Together with my collaborators we have developed

the Serpens suite, which is a set of modules and actors that enable Kepler to commu-

nicate with Grid infrastructures and HPC systems. The Serpens suite provides actors

with functionalities like job submission and monitoring and data handling.

Security. Actors for generating proxies with or without VOMS extensions that

will be later used by the other actors to enable secure access to resources

Job Generation. These actors create the appropriate description in the JSDL or

JDL language for submitting the jobs to the resources from a set of basic parameters

from the user (e.g. executable, arguments, input and output files). Advanced users with

deep knowledge of the submission languages may not use the job generation actors and

create directly the descriptions.

Job Submission. The job submission actors take a job description and a user

proxy and contact the RAS for the submission of the job to a remote resource and return

a unique identifier that can be used later in other actors. Various execution modes

(serial, parallel and parametric) are supported by the job submission mechanisms.

Job Monitoring. Taking a previously submitted job identifier, these actors check

the status of the job or wait until a particular state has been reached (e.g. job is done

or is aborted). They also provide the possibility of resubmit the jobs if any failure is

detected.

Job Output Retrieval. Actors for retrieving the output and error files of jobs

previously submitted.
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Remote File Access. These are a set of actors that allows user to manage files in

remote locations using file catalogs (LFC) and protocols like FTP/SFTP/gridFTP/BFT

and SRM.

By combining a meaningful sequence of these actors, the client applications can

create a complete workflow. Kepler manages multi-site, distributed, and heterogeneous

workflows. The heterogeneity here implies that a single workflow is spanning multi-

step activities. Serpens contains gLite and UNICORE modules, described later in this

section, that are responsible for the interaction with the corresponding middleware.

The Serpens suite is a result of the common work of a team including the PSNC

collaborators - Marcin P lóciennik, Micha lOwsiak and Tomasz Żok .

3.1.1.6 gLite module

The gLite module contains the actors and the workflows allowing the user to work with

the gLite Grid middleware. These are several actors that cover functionalities of the

data handling (using Globus GridFTP), authorization (proxies and VOMS - Virtual

Organisation Membership Service- extensions), job submission (using Job Definition

Language), and job monitoring.

The gLite module includes several template workflows. These are a full scenario

implementations ready to be modified according to specific the needs of the grid appli-

cations. The first of such workflow (presented on the Figure 3.1) covers the concept of

a single execution. This is the simplest use case where only one application is executed.

The workflow is composed as follows: the first element - composite actor is responsible

for preparing the job description based on the parameters specification. In the next

step the input files are uploaded. When this step is accomplished the job is submitted.

The status loop composite actor takes care of the job’s state monitoring, downloading

the results, and resubmitting the job if the application failed. There are also actors re-

sponsible for saving and restoring job statuses to the local databases. These databases

are used as repositories of the jobs being managed by Kepler. This repository increases

the reliability of the system.

The second workflow designed (presented on the Figure 3.2) corresponds to param-

eter study scenarios. A parameter study is a systematic way to vary the input pa-

rameters and have the system automatically run the application for each combination

of the input parameters. This scenario extends the single execution with the parallel
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Status loopPrepare job Submit Job ID Finished
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Figure 3.1: Single execution scenario

loop enabling both to check the multiple jobs’ statuses and to guarantee the multiple

output correctness. This scenario (as well as others) has components for automatic

infrastructure problem resolving (dynamic monitoring and selection of resources).

Status loopPrepare job Submit Master ID Finished
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Parametric

Job
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Workflow state
save and restore
mechanism

Loop
for each child Job ID

Job ID

Multiple output
consistency
guarantee

Database

Figure 3.2: Parameter study use case

The third complex generic scenario (presented on the Figure 3.3) includes the com-

bination of the parameter study use cases in the form of cascade. In this case, for each

of the parameter study subjobs a whole new parameter study job is executed. The

implementation of this scenario is composed of two workflows that can run in parallel,

allowing simultaneously processing of these two workflows at the same time. It can

happen that some subjobs of the second parameter study will be finished before other

subjobs from the first level, since the second parameter studies jobs does not wait until

all the jobs from the first phase have finish.
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Figure 3.3: Double parameter study use case.

The fourth scenario (presented on the Figure 3.4) is another chain where the pa-

rameter study job is preceded by another single or parametric study job. In this use

cases, each next job waits for all the outputs from the previous jobs.

Figure 3.4: Parameter study use case with results collection phase

All the described scenarios are generic and can be customised and used by di↵erent

application scenarios. The implementation of some of these use cases has been presented

in section 4.1

3.1.1.7 UNICORE module

The UNICORE module is responsible for supporting the UNICORE middleware. It

is based on the UCC library. Several functionalities have been introduced as separate

Kepler actors: access to UNICORE registry, list of available storages, submission and

management of jobs. Similar to the case of gLite module, this module contains several
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example workflows. They are presenting the usage of each separate actor and a full use

case implementation which highlights: the way to submit a job with input files, wait

until it is successfully finished, and retrieve its output. There are also separate actors

responsible for the submission with usage of the BES standards.

The basic workflow with use of UNICORE is very similar to the gLite basic scenario.

It concerns single execution. The workflow works as follows: the first composite actor

prepares the job description based on the parameters specification. Once the input

files have been uploaded, the job is submitted. Again, the status loop composite actor

ensures that the job finishes and the results are retrieved. The major di↵erence with the

gLite module is in the implementation mechanisms, since the jobs submission language

(here the JSDL), the services, the protocols and the libraries are di↵erent.

Figure 3.5: Mixed HPC and HTC workflow

More complex generic scenarios cover the situations of job chains (job A - job B -

job C) where each job relies on the previous job result; parallel runs where several jobs

are running at the same time; and mixed heterogeneous scenarios where di↵erent kind

of resources (and Grid middlewares) are used. Such workflows imply the usage of both

gLite and UNICORE modules in one workflow (as presented on the figure 3.5).

3.1.2 Roaming Access Server

Access to the Grid services from the Serpens suite for Kepler services is carried out

using a dedicated set of the stateless web services called Roaming Access Server (RAS).

This RAS is designed to hide the complexity of a Grid environment configuration as

well as the complexity of the operations execution by publishing a set of well-defined
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web services. These web services operate on the selected middleware on behalf of the

user. They are common and uniform for all of the middlewares supported by the RAS.

The RAS provides general functions of the authorisation management using VOMS, job

management and monitoring as well as certain data management functions. The RAS

interacts with Grid/HTC as well as HPC based resources through Grid middleware-

based adapters. In terms of the HTC resources RAS communicates with gLite, while

the communication with HPC services is done via UNICORE that are provided by

the infrastructures like PRACE. UNICORE in the setup used support range of the

resource management systems including LSF, SLURM or Torque. Using this services

users are able to execute serial or parallel jobs. It is worth however to note that it is

the scientists that have to decide on the resources that the application will be run on.

RAS web services are deployed in the Tomcat container, using the Axis web services

mechanism.

Main services of the RAS

1. RAS job submission interface gives a uniform access to di↵erent resource brokers.

Clients can submit all jobs with this interface and then appropriate plugins are

called to convert job description to the specific language. As an example there is

plug-in for gLite WMS to convert job description to JDL.

2. Job monitoring is an interface that allows retrieving job status information. Job

monitoring module uses grid plug-ins to retrieve job status information in grid

dependent way and presents uniform status information for all jobs. The retrieved

job statuses are kept in the cache database. When the client asks about the

status if possible cached value is returned, otherwise service asks external services

for the job status. The local cache is implemented as the MySQL database.

There are threads implemented updating in randomly periods the cached statuses.

Such mechanism allow to provide quickly status state (any anyway small delay

is acceptable), and allow to increase performance of the service. The scientific

workflows can automatically ask for thousands of jobs per minute, and using such

non blocking mechanism allows to work in reliable way.

3. User profile management provides functionality that allows operations on user

profiles. User profiles contain all information that define current user working en-

vironment including information about graphical configuration and configuration
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needed to access specific grid infrastructures. LDAP protocol is currently used

for saving and retrieving stored information.

4. Set of interfaces that allow operation on data and/or metadata was created. The

designed framework allows extending RAS infrastructure easily so that many

management systems could be attached. The reason of creating of that services

was to give possibility to overcome in some cases the security policy problems. In

some environments there is strict policy on closed ports, and using the services

one could tunnel the channels. However main usage is for creation of the helper

scripts during the job submission. RAS manages the files of the user on the local

desktop, and automatically makes the transfer to the grid filesytem using SRM.

5. To add support for new grid infrastructure requires RAS, plug-in is necessary.

RAS plug-ins provides grid specific information and are used by job submission,

job monitoring and data management modules.

The main challenge with the development of RAS services was related to scalability,

provision of the interactive services and changes in the underlying middleware. As

have been mentioned RAS has been implemented in such way that the supported grid

middleware is being added as an adapters, that implements the given functionality and

API’s. It allowed to add new version of the middleware in parallel, and support also in

the same time more then one grid middleware. Also it prevented the changes in API

level between clients and RAS, since only the adapters had been changed usually when

the grid middleware were changing. Scalability can be achieved by installing multiple

RAS instances, since the services are stateless. Also the tests have shown that one

RAS instance with 3 GB of the memory and 4 cores can handle up to 5 thousand jobs

running in the same time. The details of handling interactivity has been described

in the section 3.2. The Roaming Access Server is a result of the common work of a

team including the PSNC colaborators - Marcin P lóciennik, Micha lOwsiak, Tomasz

Żok, Bartek Palak.

3.1.3 Concept of the VRE using the virtualisation techniques

Current networks gives new opportunities for the researchers in terms of remote access

to the resources. Such software like VNC/Citrix/NX works smoothly exporting remote

desktops.
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One of the concept proposed by me to the users is the Virtual Research Environment

with the usage of the virtualisation and cloud technologies. The basic concept is to use

remotely predefined set of the ready to use environment on demand, without need of

local installation of the software. This is very useful when running long simulations or

workflows, visualising the results, when there is a need for sharing the desktop with

running application with other scientists.

Typical use case includes following steps:

1. Administrator prepare an image with the whole demanding environment required

by the scientist, including the libraries, software(including scientific workflow en-

gine like Kepler), common data sets and data, the graphical environment and the

VNC server

2. User request cloud service, asking for the specific image

3. User gets address of the machine that has been started with the details how to

connect

4. User connects to machine using the VNC, can use the remote desktop, have ability

to move data, run workflow, get and store results,

5. User can share the work environment (using VNC)

6. User can close VNC and reconnect to the service anytime

7. User can modify the image and export it as a new image that can be further

exposed

Such approach has many advantages. It is scalable, easily accessible from di↵erent

locations, user can leave long running jobs. It is reproducible - in particular for the

purpose of provenance, publication, it is easy to create the snapshot of the whole

environment, backup and archive and play with it after the period of time (well still

many challenges are to be solved like data curation, the availability of the virtualisation

techniques compatible after couple of years etc, but these are more general challenges

of the scientific infrastructures)
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3.2 Interactivity in Grid environment

Interactivity in the Grid environment concept has been described in details in section

2.3.2.2. Goal of presented reaserach was to achieve bidirectional data flow between the

job and the user front end to allow analyse the intermediate results while the job is still

running, change the parameters of the running application (to steer the execution) or

allow to send new data to running jobs or whole workflows. The first approach taken

was to extend the Migrating Desktop (100, 101, 102) framework with such capability,

and next step was to introduce the interactivity mechanism in Kepler workflows.

The Migrating Desktop (MD) is a uniform environment for grid application that

enhances gLite grid middleware with user-friendly access to services covering the whole

application lifecycle from job defining, launching, monitoring until visualization of job

results. MD front-end is an advanced graphical user interface similar to a window-based

operating system. Main features include: straightforward integration procedures with

grid applications, easy job defining, submission, monitoring and visualization of results,

support for batch and interactive jobs, handling of sequential and parallel applications,

intuitive management of grid data. Open architecture of the Migrating Desktop frame-

work has been designed on the basis of a concept of OSGi specification (The OSGi

Alliance http://www.osgi.org/), that is one of the most important standard used by

commercial and non commercial software. The OSGi framework is a modular plat-

form for the Java that implements dynamic component model. Components, called

bundles, can be remotely installed, started, stopped, updated, and uninstalled with-

out rebooting of the JVM. The service registry allows bundles to detect the changes

like the addition or removal of the services. Migrating Desktop is using the equinox

implementation of the OSGi standard, that is used also as an engine of the Eclipse

IDE. It makes integration with various tools, applications and middleware relatively

easy. Such approach allows increasing functionality in an easy way without the need of

architecture changes.There are many portals and scientific gateways that provide end

user framework to work with grid infrastructures, the most popular are mentioned in

the section 2.2.1. MD has the similar goal to provide easy to use environment that

simplifies the work in Grid.

Interactivity in Migrating Desktop is achieved by providing bidirectional data flow

between the job and the user front end. Users are able to analyse the intermediate
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results while the job is still running in order to terminate or restart the simulation.

Users are able to change the parameters of the running application. Thanks to glo-

gin (http://www.gup.jku.at/glogin/) and gVid (http://www.gup.jku.at/gvid/) integra-

tion Migrating Desktop introduced interactive parallel applications. This approach to

parallel applications provides users with possibilities of running and steering parallel

applications during their execution.

The general overview of the interactivity approach has been described below Typical

use case includes following steps:

1. The job is submitted to the Roaming Access Server (RAS) . The appropriate Job

Description Language (JDL) file is being created basing on input parameters and

restrictions. The JDL includes glogin and application itself.

2. Roaming Access Server receives the request and starts the glogin client locally.

3. The user submission request is sent to the Workload Management System com-

ponent.

4. The WMS finds an available Computing Element’s (CE’s) that matches the re-

quirements (including the capability to run interactive jobs) and submits the job

there to be run on CE’s Worker Nodes (WN).

5. i2glogin starts on the Worker Node. glogin starts the application.

6. The job is run on the cluster. It can be sequential or parallel job like Open MPI

started through a standard MPI-startup mechanism. In such case master node is

used for the communication.

7. Simulation sub jobs write an output that can be transmitted back to Migrating

Desktop.

8. Migrating Desktop starts the appropriate client with an embedded mechanism,

which is in touch with the glogin client on the Roaming Access Server machine

which will be in charge of reading/writing the content of the relevant pipes. The

output adapters are the final interface to the user displaying the output and

capturing the user’s interaction
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9. User can interact with the application which allows him to stop it and introduce

new parameters for instance.

The interactivity in Migrating Desktop is a result of the common work of a team in-

cluding the PSNC collaborators - Micha lOwsiak, Marcin P lóciennik, Bartek Palak and

from GUP Hebert Rosmanith(that has implemented gLogin and gVid). The Migrating

Desktop has been validated by EGI and is one of the environment o↵ered to EGI users

via application and middleware database

3.2.1 Interactivity in Grid workflows

One of the very useful feature in particular for the exploratory kind of workflows is the

possibility to interact with running subworkflows during runtime. This opens new pos-

sibilities, for managing workflow flows. In case of interactive jobs, user is provided with

a Kepler workflow engine running within the Grid, that is able to communicate with

local Kepler through the interactive channel. Similar mechanism to the one described

in previous section have been used (see Figure 3.7).

In this case, the following steps take place:

1. The User prepares two workflows (one that is responsible for job submission

and another one that is executed at the Grid), provides required input data for

computation and starts Kepler engine. Grid job is submitted.

2. RAS is used for submission of the job into the Grid. Job is stored within RAS

database. The user can check current status of the job during the run-time.

3. Interactive channel is established at the client (RAS) side which provides Grid

job with an endpoint for interactive connection.

4. After Grid job is started i2glogin is started as well connecting both endpoints of

the i2glogin channel. Interactivity is now available for both Kepler engines (one

at local Kepler and one that is running at the Grid).

5. Specially crafted script starts job at the Worker Node and ensures that required

count of CPUs will be reserved for the Kepler application started as a Grid job.

List of hosts available for Grid job is passed to the Kepler.
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Figure 3.6: Schema of integrating the interactivity into Kepler workflows

6. Kepler retrieves the list of hosts. The workflow that is executed at the Grid

can use reserved nodes on demand. Workflow can start additional process at the

reserved nodes using ssh

7. After applications started at the reserved Worker Nodes are finished, output is

passed into Kepler workflow. During the whole execution, interactive channel

is available for the user which allows user to control the execution of the Grid
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workflow (e.g. change termination conditions, supply workflow with additional

data).

 

Figure 3.7: Schema of running Kepler as a job using gLite on multiple nodes

Detail schema of running the Kepler as a job using gLite on multiple nodes can be
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found on the figure 3.7. Numbers on the schema indicates execution order.

In order to reserve nodes and start Kepler, machines script is started [1] at WN0.

This script is responsible for nodes reservation and starting the script that is actually

responsible for launching Kepler application. Mpi-start script [2], [3] is responsible

for nodes reservation and provides %running task with the list of the nodes that are

available for the grid job. After nodes are reserved and stored in external file, gridtest

script is launched [4]. It is responsible for downloading Kepler package. Gridtest starts

[5] then Kepler in non-GUI mode and specifies target workflow to be executed. Kepler

running workflow , is able to access Worker Nodes list created by the %mpi-start script.

This way, reserved nodes can be directly accessed from the Kepler workflow. During

execution, for each host, ssh application is started [6]. It is one of the possibilities to

start the jobs on other nodes. After each application finishes it’s task, Kepler is finished

as well which terminates Grid %job and marks its status as ’Done’. The interactivity

in Kepler is a result of the common work of a team including the PSNC collaborators

- Tomasz Żok, Marcin P lóciennik.

3.2.2 Serpens for Kepler - interactivity in Grid workflows on HPC

resources

Some of the use cases are running also on the HPC resources. There are possible

scenarios that involves heterogeneous workflows where one of the job is running on the

HPC, waiting for next iteration of the inputs. There are many possibilities to construct

such workflow. One of these is to submit each time new job to HPC. The drawback of

that solution is the overall workflow time is increasing since the job can stuck in the

queue. Another possibility is to start kind of the pilot job on HPC, with internal kind

of the scheduler and interactive channel (similar to one described in previous section),

where from one hand there is good utilisation of the resources, from other there is

possibility to send new data to running job. It is important however to mention that

the solution can have limited usage. First of all there are policy problems on some of the

HPC sites, that does not allow any outgoing connections, also applications have to be

customized to wait in the loop for new data. The general proposal of the interactivity

has been proposed below

Typical use case includes following steps:
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1. The job is submitted via UNICORE . The appropriate JSDL file is being created

basing on input parameters and restrictions.

2. The UNICORE finds an available resource that matches the requirements and

submits the job there.

3. Special script is started that pipes the output .

4. The job is run on the HPC .

5. Simulation sub jobs write an output that can be transmitted back. The commu-

nication is via file

6. Workflow can interact with the application via files

7. New input locations can be sent.

Having the internal scheduler capabilities another simulation can be run in the waiting

time (when remote job is waiting for new inputs).

3.3 Fault tolerance in workflows

Fault-tolerance is the method that enables a system to continue operation, even at a

reduced level or with changed parameters, rather than failing completely, in case of

failure of part of the system. In computer-based systems fault tolerant design allow

to continue operations (with a reduction usually in response time) in the situation

of some partial failure, and is the response to the problems either in the software or

the hardware. Fault-tolerance system is designed in particular for high-availability

systems. Distributed systems are often prone to failure caused by many reasons on

di↵erent levels. Thus applications running on there resources are a↵ected as well.

One can distinguish two categories of the failures - persistent and transitional. The

main di↵erence is that the transitional failure can be overcome by simply retrying the

computation. In such environments workflow execution failures can occur because of

di↵erent reasons like the grid middleware, errors, unavailability of some of the com-

ponents, network failures, hardware failures (like disks, storages), overloaded systems.

Nowadays workload management systems tries to handle some of the failures, and are

able to overcome most of the transitional failures.
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3.3.1 Fault tolerance methods classification

When discussing the workflows, according to (103) the general classification of the

workflow handling failures two levels can be distinguished: the workflow level and the

task level. On the workflow level it is required usually to change the structure or flow of

the execution while task level handles the e↵ect of the distinguish task. There are many

techniques for the task level failure handling. According to (48) they are classified as

checkpoint-restart, replication, retry and alternate resource.

The simplest method is the retry, so to try to execute the same task on the same

resource given number of times. This usually solves the problem of the transitional fail-

ures. Similar to that is the alternate resource method where the execution of the same

task is retried but on other resource. This method is usually used in the grid workflow

management systems. The more advance checkpoint-restart, makes the checkpoints,

and in case of failure, moves the tasks that are failing to other resources (like other

node in the same cluster), and continue its execution from the point where it failed.

This method requires that the operations between the time of the checkpoint and the

failure can be done again. This method is in particular useful while dealing with the

applications running on the large number of cores (on the HPC machines), when some

of the nodes can fail during execution and re-run of the whole application would be too

expensive in terms of the cycles time. In the replication technique there are multiple

execution of the same task on di↵erent resources, the assumption is that at least one

of these replicated task will not. That method can be a resource consuming, there

also di↵erent algorithms used to make it in optimal way. The workflow level classifica-

tion, mention in (48) includes the techniques like: alternate task, redundancy, rescue

workflow and the user-defined exception handling.

The easiest is the alternate task technique that executes another implementation

of a certain task on the workflow level if the previous one failed. The redundancy

technique executes multiple concurrent alternative task, and the assumption is that

at least one of these task will not fail. User-defined exception handling assume that

users can specify a particular treatment for a selected failure of a workflow task. The

rescue method generates kind of the rescue workflow (provenance of the workflow),

which allows to record information about failed tasks. During the resubmission phase

the rescue workflow is used.
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3.3.2 Proposed approach

The Kepler workflow system allows to apply and combine di↵erent methods described

in previous section including the alternate resource on the task level and on the work-

flow level the user-defined exception handling and the workflow rescue. The Kepler

workflow system itself has the rerun capability based on the provenance of the informa-

tion collected by the system. It is available basically for the workflows having the tasks

run locally to the workflow engine, so without distribution of the tasks on the external

resources. There are no standard way to tackle the problem of the detached jobs exe-

cution..Proposed approach is the multi-layer fault tolerance technique, that takes into

account detached job executions.

From the task level the alternate resource technique is applied. Tests shown that

the similar method applied on the workload management system (WMS) of the gLite

does not work properly in many cases. Also usually the time taken by the WMS is

not optimal. That is why the mechanism that allow checks the status of the tasks

on the level of the internal events of the Logging and Bookkeeping service have been

introduced in the Serpens. In the chapter 5 there are the details results of applying

this method.

I have combined this method with the simplest implementation of the replication

for the cases where the time to get the results was more important that the overall

resource utilisation. All the jobs id submitted to the Grid has been saved in both local

workflow database as well as in the database RAS level. On the workflow level the

technique of the workflow rescue have been used, where the status of the workflow is

saved to local database, and being restarted it continues to perform operations from

last check pointed status of the workflow.

Such approach allowed to tackle with the problems on the level of the

1. machine running the workflow engine hardware, system, memory problems. In

this case workflow can be restarted and will continue.

2. workflow engine - the memory, resource pool problems, connection problems,

deadlock problems - there has been developed script restarting on purpose the

workflow every given time. It is in particular important for the long running

workflows.
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3. workflows - failures of part of the workflows due to service underlying service

unavailability - we allow to stop and restart the workflow

4. tasks - failures of the distributed hardware: storage, computing nodes, main

services like information index, resource brokers, transfer (more in details below)

Typical errors encountered on the gLite Grid middleware, that are handled on the

task level includes:

1. gLite WMS accepts the job but does not schedule it properly on the Computing

Elements. Applied strategy: retry the task after given period of time if the status

is not changed

2. job is stuck in the ready or schedule state. Applied strategy: retry the task after

given period of time if the status is not changed

3. L&B server is overloaded. Applied strategy: retry several times applying di↵erent

time delays, if it does not work, change the L&B, to the next from the list, if it

does not work, retry and resubmit the job

4. L&B does not update the status of the jobs that have in reality changed the

actual status. Applied strategy: use the internal API to check specific events of

the L&B instead of checking the high level status,resubmit the jobs immediately

in case of internal status is changed to failed, without waiting for the high level

statuses and WMS postprocessing of the job handling. In case of failure of all

available L&B services, retry the same procedure after n minutes, n*2 minutes,

n* 4 minutes, etc. The retry number is set as a parameter.

5. Problems with the L&B webservices servers. Applied strategy: decrease auto-

matically the frequency of querying the status of the jobs, retry several times

applying di↵erent time delays, if it does not work, change the L&B, to the next

from the list, if it does not work, retry and resubmit the job

6. Problems with the CEs that does not accept jobs. Applied strategy: Creation of

the black list of the CEs (with periodical time stamps, excluding the CE’s after

30 minutes), resubmitting the job to other site, until the job is done. In case of

failure on all the sites, retry the same procedure after n minutes, n*2 minutes,
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n* 4 minutes, etc. The retry number is set as a parameter. In addition there is

static list of the excluded CEs during the submission phase, and the dynamic list

created basing on the GOCDB information refreshed every 30 minutes.

7. There is wrong mapping of the certificates DN to the VO role on specific sites,

and it results in the problem with transferring files or with accessing local queue.

Applied strategy: Resubmit the job, put the CE to the black list.

8. User is missing in local (site) mapping. Applied strategy: Resubmit the job, put

the CE to the black list.

9. There is problem with accessing Storage Elements from some particular sites

because of the problems with firewalls configurations. Applied strategy: Retry

the transfer n times, in case of output files transfer retry with another Storage

Element. In case of input files, resubmit the job.

10. Problems with wrong configuration of random Worker Nodes. Applied strategy:

Resubmit the job, put the CE to the black list.

11. Long lasting jobs cannot access files, because of unavailability of the Storage Ele-

ments (hardware problem or draining state). Applied strategy: Retry the transfer

n times, in case of output files transfer retry with another Storage Element. In

case of input files, resubmit the job.

12. Problems with sites configurations after automatic updates of the middleware.

Applied strategy: Performing global test on the infrastructure, creating black list

of the sites, sending the tickets to bug tracking and support system.

13. Problems with the proper configuration of local information index resulting in

wrong scheduling. Applied strategy: Using black list of services.

In addition there are two services running in the background that are performing

the dynamic tests of the sites availability, that results in modification of the SE’s black

list and CE’s black list.

Also special script have been developed, steering the execution of the workflows

from the command-line. A script persistent-run.sh has been developed specifically for

the purpose of long workflow runs (e.g. 5 days). It provides mechanisms of workflows
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auto-restarting or forced Kepler auto-rebooting (in particular cases of deadlocks). Each

workflow execution can be stopped at anytime (on purpose, or as an result of crash of

Kepler or the machine), and after the restart, workflows can continue from the point

where they were stopped.

Proposed approach is in particular important in respect to the parameter sweep

kind of jobs, where thousands of jobs are being submitted to the infrastructure. In such

situations usually many sites are involved over longer period of time. The proposed

solution support reliable execution in the presence of concurrency and failures and hides

the heterogeneity and complexity of the whole underlying system. Since the end users

interacting with the e-Science infrastructure expect a stable and robust platform to do

the science it is very important to provide appropriate level of the handling failures. In

the 5 chapter I present the benchmarks and the results of using the proposed mechanism

in di↵erent examples of distributed infrastructures.

3.4 Chapter summary

This chapter presented the contributions over the state of the art introduced by the

author. It is composed of the three main sections, presenting the work on the facilitating

the access to e-Infrastructures, including the work on the Serpens suite for Kepler,

Roaming Access Server, the proposed interactivity mechanism in the grid and the

proposition of the fault tolerance for the scientific workflows with the detached jobs

execution. The developments have been used to provide end users with the complex

reliable environment allowing to use e�ciently the grid infrastructure. This chapter is

partially derived from my published research work in various journals and proceedings,

detailed as follows: (3, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116,

117, 118) (the whole list of my publications is presented in the section 7 ).
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4

Exploitation: use cases

description

4.1 Nuclear Fusion modelling use cases

Nuclear fusion reactions are used to generate fusion power that will produce electricity.

In nuclear fusion reactions, two light atomic nuclei fuse and form heavier nucleus,

releasing in the same time a large amount of energy. This energy comes from the

di↵erence of masses of products and reactives, which is equal to the di↵erence of binding

energy between the nuclei multiplied times the speed of light to the square. This kind

of processes happen in the sun and stars, where fusion reactions provide the energy to

keep stars hot. Necessary temperatures to produce fusion are very large so that the

charged nuclei could overcome the repulsive Coulomb force. As a rule,hundred million

degrees or tens of keV temperature put in energy units is needed. When the matter is

at such high temperatures, it is in plasma state, which is characterised by high degree

of ionization, collective behaviour and quasineutrality. Quasineutrality means that one

can find a small volume in which the net charge is zero.

Plasmas are confined by huge pressures in stars. On the Earth we have to look

for a magnetic bottle able to contain such hot systems, since it is not possible to

obtain such high pressure. There are two strategies: the inertial confinement and the

magnetic confinement fusions. The presented cases belong to the research on magnetic

confinement fusion, which consists of designing magnetic traps capable of confining

plasma during the required time. Among the existing fusion reactions, the easiest
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one to be produced because of its higher cross section at hundred million degrees is

Deuterium plus Tritium giving one neutron (14 MeV) and one alpha particle (3.45

MeV). A neutron escapes from the magnetic trap, since it has no charge, while the

alpha particle (He-4) is confined and releases its energy to the plasma, keeping it hot.

The neutron energy can be used to produce electricity after a complex process. So, in

these devices, the 20 % of the produced energy (alpha particles) is used to keep heating

of the plasma while 80 % of the power (neutrons) is released and used to generate the

electric energy.

Fusion power is foreseen to be one of the most sustainable source of the energy

on the Earth (practically almost unlimited), having large resources of the fuel for the

reaction (deuterium exists in oceans, 30 g per each cubic meter of water, and is cheap to

obtain, while tritium can be worked in the reactor from lithium which is very abundant

in the earth’s crust). As an example, fifty kg of deuterium and a few tons of lithium

will be enough for 0,5 GW plasma power station for one year. We can compare these

numbers with the ones of traditional coal power plants in which it would be necessary

to provide them with around one million tons of coal to provide the same amount of

energy.

There are, however, many challenges to be solved before achieving the commer-

cial production of power from fusion reactors. It is currently foreseen that the first

commercial fusion power plant will start operating in the next 40 years.

There are di↵erent approaches for the magnetic fusion reactors. The most ad-

vanced ones are currently the, so called, tokamaks, where a strong current circulates in

the plasma and contributes to the creation of magnetic fields that keep plasma away

from the reactor walls. The largest tokamak in the world is presently the JET (Joint

European Torus) in operation in Culham, in the UK. It is a European device operated

on collaborative basis, while the next step is ITER (International Thermonuclear Ex-

perimental Reactor), currently being built in Cadarache, France. It is participated by

seven partners: Europe, Japan, the USA, China, Russia, India and South Korea. The

power of ITER is planned at the level of 500 MW and it will be the first tokamak that

will release more energy than has been used for running it. In fact, the gain factor

is Q=10. It will be used for many experiments and it is the necessary intermediate

step to design and build the DEMO tokamak. This tokamak is planned to be first

pre-industrial (demonstration) power plant.
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In the same time, devices called stellarators are built to sustain a controlled nuclear

fusion reaction. The idea of the stellarator is that the whole magnetic field is created

by external coils, being the plasma perturbation to this vacuum field. It uses a series

of coils that are being arranged in a complex of three dimensional patterns around the

toroid. The examples of stellarator experiments are the Wendelstein 7-X in Germany

(under construction with starting time in 2015), the Large Helical Device (LHD) in

Japan, the Helically Symmetric Experiment (HSX) in the USA, TJ-II in Spain, Tohoku

University Heliac (TU-Heliac) in Japan.

Design, building and operation of such fusion devices represent a challenging issue,

both experimentally and at the modelling level. The fusion plasma modelling as well as

theory community is updating and improving the models and physics often addressing

non-linear problems. Most of the modelling problems can only be solved using large

computing power. There are several simulation platforms and tools built for the purpose

of supporting fusion plasma modelling. Distributed architectures like grid can be used

to solve distributed and confusingly parallel problems or High Performance Computers

are used to solve parallel problems. The main problems to solve are related to transport

and turbulence and, at present it is possible to follow the turbulent plasma evolution

during 1 s in most powerful computers.

The importance of fusion as a future power supply from the humankind justifies the

research e↵orts to solve so many challenges. Plasma physics research has also strong

interest from the scientific point of view.

In my research I have been working with plasma scientists for many years, support-

ing the modelling community with the tools and middleware used to run the compu-

tations on the Grid and HPC infrastructure. The selected scenarios described below

are the example application and workflows that show how it profits from the tools and

techniques provided.

4.1.1 Modelling the neoclassical transport properties of a magnetic

fusion device

These use case models are the so-called neoclassical transport properties of a magnetic

fusion device. The neoclassical transport is driven by plasma temperature and density

gradients and it is to the result of the combination of inhomogeneities of the magnetic

field plus collisions and electric fields that appear in the plasma. The transport fluxes
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are given by the product of transport coe�cient times gradients. So it is necessary

to estimate transport coe�cients, which are functions of the magnetic structure of the

device, electric fields and collisionality.

Two main codes to solve the problems that are considered in the simulation are

VMEC and DKES.

VMEC (Variational Moment Equilibrium Code) is a classical code that solves the

magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma equilibrium in 3D arbitrary geometries and,

hence, provides the description of 3D plasma geometry in the device under condition

(119). VMEC provides the Fourier spectrum of the magnetic field strength function

in the so-called VMEC field line coordinates for several selected magnetic surfaces and

the Fourier representation of the magnetic surfaces, characterised by having constant

pressure and magnetic flux.

In the use cases the Mercier and Ballooning stability criteria [see (120)] are also

considered. The aim is to ensure that all the configurations that are later used by

DKES satisfy all these criteria, providing more interesting results from the physical

point of view. The Mercier [e.g. (121) and references in] criterion is calculated by

VMEC itself. The Ballooning stability is calculated with the COBRA code. This

former code uses the output of VMEC and calculates the stability under ballooning

type instabilities.

DKES (Drift Kinetic Equation Solver) (122) is a classical application that calculates

the neoclassical transport coe�cients in complex 3D magnetic configurations. The

input for DKES is also provided by VMEC.

The VMEC output files together with plasma density and temperature profiles is

all the information required for calculating neoclassical transport coe�cients. Before

running DKES, the code Booz Xform is called, which transforms the VMEC coordinate

system to Boozer coordinates. Due to the low complexity of this task, this code is not

run as a standalone element.

Even more, this transformation could be run locally but due to the large num-

ber of instances of VMEC that are required, this could introduce a bottleneck in the

simulation. The output of Booz Xform is the input of DKES, which calculates the mo-

noenergetic transport coe�cients for selected values of the collisionality and the electric

field. DKES takes into account real geometry of the magnetic field, radial and toroidal

electric fields and collisions among the several species presented in the plasma. A scan
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in these two parameters (and the radial position) provides the database required for

computing neoclassical transport in stellarator plasmas.

In this work, the focus was put on the TJ-II stellarator, presently in operation

in Madrid. The building of the automatic workflow VMEC-DKES allows to estimate

transport properties of a large number of magnetic configurations, thus allowing the

study of behaviour of the neoclassical transport coe�cients with the parameters of

configuration. That is why for instance, the comparison of configurations and the

choice of the one that presents the smallest transport value is possible.

The use case consists of a parametric study of VMEC’s parameters (a VMEC ex-

ecution is a TJ-II configuration). This provides a set of suitable MHD stable TJ-II

configurations that present di↵erent characteristics depending on the values of parame-

ters. For each run of VMEC, for every TJ-II configuration, it is necessary to obtain the

monoenergetic neoclassical transport coe�cients. Thus VMEC runs with a single set

of input parameters (electric field, particle energy and collisionality) on this magnetic

configuration. This means that a set of parametric studies using DKES is executed.

Therefore, this use case is an example of a parametric - parametric workflow, where the

second parametric application is performed for each single execution of the first para-

metric application. The parametric-parametric model can lead to a very large number

of jobs being submitted at a given point.

In the presented use case, due to the number of parameters involved in the study

and the range of values for those parameters, several thousand jobs are managed by

Kepler in order to carry out just one case. A case here is defined by a set of values for

each of the parameters involved in the study; this case corresponds to a single execution

of the entire workflow.

Using the Serpens mechanism allows to manage that large number of tasks and

to ensure that the results are finally retrieved transparently. Moreover, dealing with

a very large number of tasks, where the whole workflow runs for several days, leads

to problems with underlying Grid middleware-based infrastructure. These problems,

also encountered during the exploitation phase, are mainly related to the overload of

Grid services like logging services, site configuration problems, hardware and network

failures. Again, the developed Serpens services deal with these problems by resubmit-

ting jobs, re-uploading files, using backup services and monitoring infrastructure, thus

ensuring optimal usage of the underlying grid infrastructures.
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4.1.2 Astra-Truba use case

The complete simulation of a fusion device requires the use of multiple physics and

engineering models that reproduce the behaviour of the di↵erent elements that pay a

role in the reactor work. So it is necessary the coupling of several codes in a complex

workflow. In general, one considers a selection of codes covering the elements required

for the specific simulation to be performed. For instance, it could be convenient to

couple both edge and core physics in the fusion reactor. The requirements of particular

components of the workflow are in general di↵erent, some codes especially those related

to the computation of plasma evolution need to run on HPC systems, others, more

related to the evaluation of properties of the plasma are well suited to serial simulations

in distributed HTC resources. The provision of an integrated environment for fusion

modelling on distributed and HPC infrastructures using a common and user friendly

interface is a very challenging problem which is receiving increasing attention (see

related work in (123) ).

Figure 4.1: Astra Truba

One possible way to couple the codes is to consider transport equations of plasma

that give evolution of the relevant plasma parameters like density and temperature.

Transport equations couple the plasma properties such as transport coe�cients and

fluxes; the plasma-wall interaction as a sink term in equation; heating and fuelling of

plasma, plasma and power sources. The calculation of plasma and heat fluxes, plasma-

wall interaction and plasma heating can be performed by large codes demanding of

high computing power.
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In the present example the code ASTRA (124) has been selected as the transport

code that evaluates transport coe↵cients and plasma evolution itself while the code

TRUBA (125) calculates plasma heating by microwaves it propagates and is absorbed

in the plasma. The code ASTRA runs on and HPC while TRUBA, which is a ray

tracing code that simulates the microwave beam by a large number of rays, runs on

the grid. The coupling of such di↵erent codes shows that it is possible to couple, in a

dynamical way, di↵erent codes calculating di↵erent properties of fusion plasmas.

Input&Data&
upload&to&

HPC&

HPC&
Execu3on&

Output&Data&
upload&to&
storage&

Genera3on&of&
analysis&jobs&

Download&of&
analysis&
output&
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Execu3on&
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Execu3on&

Figure 4.2: Astra Truba

The code ASTRA is a parallel code, which computes the evolution of plasma param-

eters in a given magnetic configuration, while TRUBA computes heating properties that

depend on the magnetic configuration and on evolving plasma parameters. As TRUBA

works launching many serial jobs to be analysed for a particular plasma configuration

and plasma parameters, is a serial code that can be run on the grid. In the example

the input/output data for both codes are stored in a grid storage element, accessible to

both codes. The use case has been depicted in Fig. 4.2. The user submits an ASTRA

job to the HPC system, where the evolution of plasma is being calculated and the out-

put configurations copied to a grid storage element. As a next step the code TRUBA

has entered into the workflow engine as well. TRUBA jobs are submitted via RAS to

the gLite infrastructure. Those jobs read plasma configuration produced in the HPC

system by ASTRA, and calculate some heating properties of the plasma configuration

by performing Ray Tracing which translates into the submission of many serial jobs on
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the gLite infrastructure. The results of the Truba are taken as an input to the next

step of the Astra code that is performing next step on the HPC system (loop).

This use case has important characteristics one of which can plug a code that runs on

an HPC and another one that runs on the grid. Kepler engine has been used to organise

the workflow and RAS to submit serial jobs to the gLite infrastructure. Moreover, this

use case is organised in a way in which one can plug more codes to the workflow to

simulate other sources or sinks of the equation or to implement more complex models for

the plasma fluxes. All the mentioned codes can be extremely complex and computing

demanding, depending on parameters.

Figure 4.3: Astra Truba use case

4.1.3 Interactive visualization of Plasma Particles in Fusion Devices

The purpose of porting this application to the grid was exploiting the combined power

of a high number of CPUs interactively in order to visualize the behaviour of plasmas

inside fusion reactors. Numerically, the method consists of integrating the equations of

movement of a large number of charged particles in the background of plasma inside

the reactor, including the e↵ects of the magnetic field created by the reactor, the
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electric field and the collisions against the background plasma. These calculations

are performed by the Monte Carlo code ISDEP (Integrator of stochastic di↵erential

equations for plasmas) (126).

For every individual particle, and at every step of the algorithm, the position,

velocity and other magnitudes of the particle are stored. This is the simulation core of

the program. The 3D visualization of those particle trajectories is a very interesting tool

for researchers. In particular, many structures developing inside the plasma are three

dimensional, for example, magnetic islands. Also, the possibility of direct observing

what happens inside the reactor in a ”real time” simulation provides with an insight

impossible to obtain by just measuring average values of the magnitudes defining the

plasma. The escape points of the particles are also valuable information for researchers

in order to have a map of striking points of the particles against the device vacuum

vessel. For visualization purposes, it is needed to transmit the information related with

the position and velocity of the particles in a continuous and synchronized way to the

central machine, which after rendering will end the output as a video stream to the

clients located at the researcher desktops. The user should then be able to interact

with the application roughly once per minute. The interaction consists of changing

the simulation parameters such as electromagnetic fields a number and positions of

particles being simulated and also zooming-in certain parts of the reactor.

In order to show the requirements of this application, the above described calcu-

lations that have been done for the Stellerator TJ-II of the CIEMAT in Madrid, as a

case example, which is an especially complicated device. In the TJ-II Stellerator, every

particle has typically a physical life of 0.03 seconds. In a workstation with a Xeon at

3GHz the calculation of a single particle trajectory till it escapes from the plasma is

approximately 3.8 seconds of CPU. The memory consumption of the computation itself

is of the order of 500 MB. In a realistic working scenario about 4000 particles per CPU

are simulated, which means about 4 hours of simulation. During this time parameters

describing every particle position and velocity have to be transmitted over the network

for visualization purposes. The graphical display should transmit 20 frames of data

every second to give impression of continuity. Therefore, every CPU will be producing

1 Mbyte/second of information.

In this use case, several components and mechanisms have been used. The graphical

front end that allows the researcher to submit and handle the jobs is the Migrating
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Figure 4.4: Interactive visualization of Plasma Particles in Fusion Devices

Desktop. While the job is running on the grid resources, the interactive mechanism,

described in the section 3.2 is being used for remote visualisation and steering of the

application during the runtime. The detailed description of the scenario steps is being

described below:

1. The user runs the Migrating Desktop

2. The user prepares inputs for the application. The design of the vacuum chamber

and of the coils together with magnetic fields they induce and the description of

the background plasma are the input parameters of the simulation.

3. The user specifies the initial parameters for the application using the Migrating

Desktop submission tool, called Job Submission Wizard. It works choosing the

appropriate application-specific parameter input and output files together with
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needed resources. The user selects glogin as the transport layer and then the user

submits the job.

4. The job is submitted to the Roaming Access Server (RAS) (using the above data).

The appropriate Job Description Language (JDL) file is being created containing

the input parameters and the restrictions. The JDL file includes glogin and the

application itself.

5. Roaming Access Server receives the request and starts the glogin client locally.

6. The user submission request is sent to the Workload Management System com-

ponent.

7. The WMS finds available Computing Elements (CEs) that match the require-

ments (including the capability to run interactive jobs) and submit the job there

to be run on CE’s Worker Nodes (WN).

8. glogin starts on the Worker Node. glogin starts the application.

9. On a cluster the job is run by means of the underlying Open-MPI through a

standard MPI-startup mechanism. One of the subjobs is a remote visualization

task, the rest are simulation tasks. MPI mechanisms are used for communication.

10. Every sub job writes an output that is later used by the visualization task. The

cluster central nodes are responsible for the interactivity, send the output to

the central computer which takes care of the processing, renderization and video

transmission.

11. Visualization tasks use GVid input adapters, which act as an interface to the

visualizing applications and perform the video encoding.

12. Migrating Desktop starts the Java Video Player client with an embedded GVid

mechanism (the output adapters), which is in touch with the glogin client on

the Roaming Access Server machine which will be in charge of reading/writing

the content of the relevant pipes. The output adapters are the final interface to

the user displaying the decoded video data and capturing the user’s interaction,

feeding it back to the rendering application.
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13. The trajectory of every particle is drawn as an orbit (blue lines) circling around

the stellarator inside the toroid circled by the coils. The user interacts with the

application roughly once per minute. As has been described above, the interaction

consists of changing the simulation parameters, such as the number and position

of particles or the electromagnetic fields and also zooming-in certain parts of

the reactor. The graphical display should be such that 20 frames of data are

transmitted every second to give the impression of continuity.

14. In case of any problems, the Migrating Desktop takes care of killing the launched

process.

4.2 Astrophysics

4.2.1 Analysis of data coming from the satellite Planck

Planck is a European Space Agency (127) space-based observatory observing the Uni-

verse at wavelengths between 0.3 mm and 11.1 mm (corresponding to frequencies be-

tween 27 GHz and 1 THz), broadly covering the far-infrared, microwave and high

frequency radio domains. The mission’s main goal is to study the Cosmic Microwave

Background i. e. the relic radiation left over from the Big Bang across the whole sky at

greater sensitivity and resolution than ever before. This radiation has information of

the very starting story of the universe. Planck is therefore like a time machine, giving

astronomers insight into the evolution since the birth of our Universe, nearly 14 billion

years ago.

The Cosmic Microwave Background (or CMB) fills the entire Universe and is the

leftover radiation from the Big Bang. When the Universe was born, nearly 14 bil-

lion years ago, it was filled with hot plasma of particles (mostly protons, neutrons

and electrons) and photons (light). In particular, for roughly the first 380,000 years,

the photons were constantly interacting with free electrons, meaning that they could

not travel long distances. Fotons were quickly absorbed, which means that the early

Universe was almost opaque for some frequencies, like being in a fog. However, the

Universe was expanding and as it expanded, it cooled, as the fixed amount of energy

within it was spread out over larger and larger volumes. After about 380,000 years it

had cooled to around 3000 Kelvin (approximately 2700 C) and, at this point, electrons
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were able to combine with protons to form hydrogen atoms and the temperature was

too low to separate them again. In the absence of free electrons, the photons were able

to move unhindered through the Universe: it became transparent.

Over the intervening billions of years, the Universe has expanded and cooled greatly.

Due to the expansion of space, the wavelengths of the photons have grown, so they have

shifted to the red, to roughly 1 millimetre and ,thus, their e↵ective temperature has

decreased to just 2.7 Kelvin, or around 270.45 C, just above the absolute zero. These

photons fill the Universe today (there are roughly 400 in every cubic centimetre of space)

and create background glow that can be detected by far infrared and radio telescopes.

Their properties, like density or rugosity, give valuable information on formation of the

universe. In particular, the anisotropy and inhomogeneity give clues on the processes

of galaxy formation.

The activities of this use case are devoted to the study of Cosmic Microwave Back-

ground (CMB) radiation anisotropies and development of new optimal algorithms to

improve our understanding of the Planck data. This requires the use of larger com-

puting facilities in order to extract from these data all the available scientific relevant

information. In particular,work is done on the development of new algorithms to detect

optimally non-Gaussian signals in the anisotropies of the CMB.

Figure 4.5: Non-Gaussian signals in the anisotropies of the CMB - source - ESA

The proposed workflow controls the production of realistic simulations of the anisotropies

of CMB radiation. These simulations will be used to test the performance of various

algorithms designed to detect the presence or absence of non-Gaussian features in the

simulated CMB maps, before they are applied to actual data as observed by Planck. In
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order to test the algorithms it is needed to produce large numbers of simulations. Each

of them is made of a combination of a Gaussian and non-Gaussian component plus

realistic instrumental noise that takes into account observing strategy of the satellite.

This workflow schedules all the simulations using grid to di↵erent clusters, moves to

the data with necessary information to generate simulations. Workflow contains the

parameter sweep part where the jobs are split into hundreds of sub jobs. Every sub-job

will compute parts of the simulation. After the analysis has been done, all the resulting

data are copied to the permanent storage, which is accessible by the user. The workflow

engine checks persistence and initial correctness of all the results. As a next step, the

post-processing part is being performed, that is arranging the collected results. Since

the number of jobs is high, the workflow functionality of failure handling is of great

importance. It needs be reponsible for the resubmissions of the jobs or retransferring

the data.

The expected overall time needed to carry out these analyses is of the order of

100 Khours. This is just a tiny fraction of the computation time being used by the

Planck community to simulate the experiment and to analyse the data and the kind of

scheduling software presented here is of great value.

4.3 Chapter summary

This chapter demonstrated representative selected challenging scenarios coming from

Nuclear Fusion and Astrophysics that make use of the tools and enhancements pre-

sented in the section 3. The research has led to the following publications ( this chapter

is partially derived from my published research work in various journals and proceed-

ings): (3, 104, 106, 107, 108, 112, 113, 114, 116, 117). Inside these publications and

also (105, 111, 115) there are also presented other use cases that had been developed

with the usage of the Serpens suite for Kepler (in other communities and context).
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Evaluation of the results

5.1 Evaluation of the parametric job runs (Serpens)

5.1.1 Nuclear Fusion: VMEC-DKES

The VMEC application calculates an MHD equilibrium for a given parameter set. This

allows executing a parameter scan and running multiple and parallel instances of VMEC

with di↵erent initial parameters. For each equilibrium found, a DKES parameter scan

can be run. The user prepares a set of di↵ering initial parameter values for DKES

and each one of them will be run with each of the calculated equilibria. This double

parameter scan can easily yield thousands of separate jobs, thus the grid environment

suits this use case requirements best.

In the evaluation, 14 parameter sets for VMEC and 180 for DKES have been pre-

pared. Together it sums up to 2,520 jobs which is a great test suited for e�ciency,

performance and failure prevention mechanisms available in the workow solutions in-

side Serpens for Kepler. The timings (average time) of particular actions of this use

case are shown below. The jobs were run on di↵erent clusters available, however, the

typical conguration met was like the following:

• Scientific Linux 5.4, Intel, Xeon 3.2 GHz, Quad-core,16 GB of physical memory.

• Input files upload 0.5 [min]

• Single VMEC run 20 [min]

• Single DKES run 10 [min]
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• Final outputs download 0.9 [min]

Figure 5.1: VMEC/DKES use case example run result

The workow solution was designed to make a full use of grid computations. Despite

the time for a single VMEC run being constant, the heterogeneous nature of grid results

in the fact that the real time of job execution (from submission to output retrieval) was

di↵ering relatively much between the 14 jobs submitted in the first phase. Thus, as soon

as any VMEC job was finished a 180 DKES parameter scan based on its equilibrium

was immediately submitted.

The job management and failure prevention mechanism is a complex system of

composite Kepler actors for bookkeeping, monitoring and, eventually, job resubmis-

sion. Thus, it was decided to split this functionality for two applications VMEC and

DKES into two related workflows. The first one is responsible for successful VMEC

job execution and DKES job submission. The second one is loading all the DKES jobs

produced and manages them until successful finish. Both workflows run in parallel

at the same time without interfering with mutual behaviour. This allows managing

VMEC and DKES jobs at the same time. In the evaluation tests much e↵ort is put in

checking the overall stability and expected user satisfaction.
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Even with a very stable infrastructure with a resubmission ratio being on low level,

the number of faulty jobs will be positive at least in the long term. The fault tolerance

and prevention mechanism plays a huge role in the workflow inner processing. The

evaluation tests proved that the whole use case finished successfully despite resubmis-

sions, queue stalls or infrastructure problems. The output for each of the 2,520 DKES

jobs was retrieved and was stored on user disk in full. From the workflow start to such

defined end, the average of multiple tests took 89 hours. There were di↵erent queue

waiting times and various availability of the resources (during most of the tests the

available infrastructure was however utilized on very low level).

All the tests have been run on fusion community grid which is a typical hetero-

geneous environment. Computational and storage nodes have very di↵erent configu-

rations (even di↵erent CPU architecture), are located in di↵erent locations in Europe

and have non-consistent network throughput between each other. To make the full

test, I did not decide on any particular cluster, but chose to use all the infrastructure

elements available which demanded some minimal requirements for VMEC and DKES

applications.

Tests performed on the Fusion VO with this workflow showed usefulness of the

failover feature, increasing from 72% to 98% the total level of the successfully completed

jobs. During my tests it occurred that in some runs of the whole case still had the

issues that could not be handle (input files has been removed, and the jobs could not

be resubmitted). In this case the specific jobs had to be resubmitted again, with new

run. (Aternative option would be to write a mechnism duplicating all the inputs befor

runs).

During the runs of such demanding jobs on whole infrastructure available on the

fusion VO many kind of the errors have been encountered including problems with

gliteWMS, job being stuck in specific state, L&B issues with wrong statuses returned,

and handling many update requests in a short time, problems with CEs that does

not accepted the jobs for scheduling, problems with certificates DN mapping, trans↵er

issues, sites configuration problems, reconfiguration of sites during run. All the cases

have been handled with the adequate strategies mentioned in the section 3.3.2.
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5.1.2 Astrophysics workflow use case

For evaluation of the Serpens suite, I have used Astrophysics workflow, described in

the previous chapters that is the implementation of the parameter study kind of jobs.

In these tests I will show the e�ciency, performance and failure prevention mechanisms

available in the workflow solutions inside Serpens for Kepler.

The tests are compared with the standard way of submission of the jobs. Several

tests have been performed.

This test case consists of 100/200/400 sub jobs. The timings (average time) of

particular actions of this use case are: upload inputs - 2 min, computation time - 14

minutes, download time -2 min. I have run 30 tests and the results below are the aver-

age. I have used the IBERGRID infrastructure. The jobs were run on di↵erent clusters

available, however, the typical configuration met was like the following: Scientific Linux

5.4, IntelR Xeon 3.2 GHz, Quad-core, 16 GB of physical memory. Results of the tests

are shown on the figure 5.2.

The workflow solution was designed to make the full use of grid computations.

Despite the time for a single run being constant, the heterogeneous nature of grid has

significant influence on jobs computation times and, therefore, the real times of job

execution (from submission to output retrieval) were relatively di↵erent. There were

also di↵erent queue waiting times and various availability of the resources (during most

of the tests the infrastructure was occupied).

All the jobs have been run on IBERGID infrastructure which is a typical hetero-

geneous environment. Computational and storage nodes have very di↵erent software

and hardware configurations. To make the full test, I did not decide on any particular

cluster or a particular class of nodes, but chose to use all the available infrastructure

elements matching minimal requirements for astrophysics application.

The total time required increases since there is a growing number of the resubmission

required. The most important factor related to resubmissions was the accessibility of

chosen storages and issues with some sites. In some cases sites has the queue empty, so

many of the jobs were scheduled there, but it occurred that all the jobs were immediately

failing. Also, the last 2-5 remaining jobs usually either stack in the schedule state on

some sites or are resubmitted due to various reasons. On the figure 5.3 there is example

comparison of the run with and without failure handling (but still using the Kepler
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Figure 5.2: Astrophysics workflow runs

mechanism). It can be seen that it is much faster, but on there was about 10% jobs

failing.

Tests performed on the production heterogenous grid infrastructures (Physics VO

in EGI InSpire) with this workflow showed usefulness of the failover feature, minimising

from 90% to 100% the level of the successfully completed jobs. It is a very good example

of the production usage where the Kepler with the Serpens suite takes care of the high

level fault tolerance mechanisms.

During the runs of such demanding jobs on whole infrastructure available on the

Physics VO many kind of the errors have been encountered including job being stuck

in specific state, problems with CEs that does accepted the jobs for scheduling being

wrongly configured, problems with certificates DN mapping, trans↵er issues (including

bad connection bandwith between specific sites), sites configuration problems. All the

cases have been handled with the adequate strategies mentioned in the section 3.3.2.

In my evaluation tests we put much e↵ort in checking the overall stability and

expected user satisfaction. Even with a very stable infrastructure with resubmission

ratio being on an extremely low level, the number of faulty jobs can be substantial at

least in the long term. The fault tolerance and prevention mechanism plays a huge role
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Figure 5.3: Example comparison of the run with and without failure handling

in the workflow inner processing. The evaluation tests proved that the whole use case

was eventually finished successfully and in the end all sub jobs were executed correctly

and the real outputs for each of them were retrieved and stored on user disk.

Performing the computation on given infrastructure(for given VO) has lead also to

improvements of the infrastructure itself. Since the proposed framework use all the

available services and resources in all possible configuration usually, it automatically

reported all the problems existing in the infrastructure that has not been usualy found

by basic monitoring tests done by infrastructure itself (like Nagios tests). Such problems

has been later reported to ticketing systems, and repaired (like wrong configurations,

etc), improving general stability of the system. Also some of the issues found thanks to

this runs performed has result in finding the middleware and services issues and bugs,

that has been addressed by the gLite developers.

5.2 Chapter summary

This chapter presents evaluation of the use cases coming from Nuclear Fusion and As-

trophysics that were described in the section 4.1. This chapter is partially derived from
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my published research work in various journals and proceedings, detailed as follows:

(104, 106, 107, 108) .
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Future Directions

6.1 Overview

There are many interesting research areas that could be performed on the top of pre-

sented developments and ideas. New emerging capabilities of computing, data, net-

working and instruments infrastructures will shortly enable the possibility of dynamic

creation of easily reconfigurable environments used for performing scientific experi-

ments. The new frameworks using that kind of capabilities would need to be developed

and components like scientific workflows, middleware, portals etc, would need to be

adjusted to new functionalities. The next generation VRE will be much more interac-

tive and dynamic, giving much more control over desired setup of experiments (giving

on the other hand possibility of hiding technical details). Narrowing it to the field of

scientific workflows, it is important not only to follow the latest changes in current mid-

dleware but also make the workflow system compatible with the emerging distributed

infrastructure advances. This refers, for example to virtualisation and Cloud Com-

puting, discussed below, distributed data infrastructure or remote instrumentation. It

could lead to design and development of the new workflow scenarios and capabilities

that would extend the Serpens for Kepler functionality.

On the other hand further exploitation and extension of current workflows scenarios

to support the new challenging requirements can be seen as a natural step. This

refers to use cases coming from current communities (Nuclear Fusion, Astrophysics)

but also next scientific disciplines. As an example, the interactivity feature opens new

possibilities in terms of exploatory use cases, where decisions are taken in a dynamic
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manner. This could be applied as an example to some of Astronomy scenarios. These

possible research directions raise various challenges to be solved.

6.1.1 Dynamic Virtual Research Environment

Future work on Virtual Research Environment is going in the direction of dynamics of

easily reconfigurable environment used for scientific experiment. On the abstract level

it should allow to create dynamic and temporal dependencies between objects starting

from the hardware (computational but also instruments) and networking level up to

the application level providing appropriate level of security and data privacy. Such

set of techniques should allow users to setup the whole VRE including network con-

nections (using the Software-defined networking (SDN) (128) techniques or Bandwidth

on Demand), virtual organization group, dynamic user environment in the virtualized

machines, dynamic on- demand allocation of virtualized computational resources (or

allocation in advance) and setup of the authorization management. VRE should be able

to use interfaces to all the components involved and transparently expose to the users

the ability to set-up the whole experiment in a dynamic manner. This is horizontal

research that would span across the number of e-Infrastructure layers.

6.1.2 Clouds for the purpose of science, overview and challenges

There is no doubt that clouds are an important opportunity for science since nowadays

they represent one of the largest computer resources, they are e↵ective and scalable.

Since they are supported commercially on a large scale, one can also expect high quality

and robustness. The usage of Cloud Computing is a natural extension for the work

presented by the author, since a cloud can provide heterogeneous computing infras-

tructure and, despite some limitations, there are a lot scientific problems that can be

solved in such infrastructure. Also, in the field of scientific workflow systems a cloud

brings many new opportunities and, in the same time, challenges.

There are many studies and showcases of the usage of Cloud technologies for the

purpose of science. As an example, Department of Energy in USA, funded the Magellan

project, carried out by computing centers at Argonne and Berkeley, to investigate how

the cloud capabilities could be devoted to scientific research. As an outstanding result,

they issued a comprehensive useful report with the current state of the art, showcases
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and recommendations, which opens the door to the use of these technologies for scien-

tific modelling. One of the conclusions is that scientific applications are usually more

computationally demanding than the enterprise ones, and quite often run on thousands

of cores in parallel, sharing a large amount of data and inter-communicating. Due to the

characteristics of the cloud, only the scientific applications that do not use massive in-

put/output and communications are well suited to this infrastructure. However, clouds

can solve many problems, especially those that require the use of large amounts of data

for a short period of time. Regarding the gaps that exist in the current Cloud middle-

ware, the report mentions the areas of data cyber-security, workflows and management

of virtual environments. In terms of the mechanism that allows one to distribute work,

it is emphasized that cloud systems are subject to failure and ,therefore, it is mandatory

for applications to be able to handle failures and, ubsequently,to reschedule work . As

concerns software, recommendations mention importance of the new tools to simplify

data management and workflows on the resources that are provisioned. From business

model perspective it is highlighted that DOE supercomputing centers could make use

of the cloud under a business model basis.

Cloud Computing was also well- recognized by European Commission in Framework

Programme 7 and is also included in the Horizon 2020 Framework programme. The

European Cloud Strategy is a part of the Digital Agenda as one of the basic European

policies. In 2012 EC has also published the statement document ”Unleashing the

Potential of Cloud Computing in Europe ”. Among many technological projects one

of the initiatives, Virtual multidisciplinary EnviroNments USing Cloud Infrastructures

(Venus-C) was a pioneering project of the FP 7th, with 27 scientific case studies using

cloud computing. Venus-C proved the usability of the cloud infrastructure for science

also reporting many challenges to be tackled with for the future, including federation,

interoperability, adapting dynamically to the requirements (129, 130). It is also worth

to mention the e-FISCAL (131) project that analyzed the cost of the EU HTC/HPC

e-Infrastructures in comparison with the cloud o↵erings. The outcome ”Computing

e-Infrastructure cost estimation and analysis Pricing and Business models - 2012”

showed that for the scientific usage the HTC/HPC resources are still cheaper than the

corresponding cloud services. Also, the HELIX NEBULA initiative has been set-up in

Europe towards the cloud-based scientific e-infrastructure. The Science Cloud Strategic

Plan was presented by ESA/ESRIN in June 2011 (132). The use of cloud technologies
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by scientific institutions using their own resources allows them to use open source

developments. This has already been tackled by a number of the US and European

projects providing a large catalogue of solutions, overview is described in (11). It

is worth to mention open source software like OpenStack, Nimbus, Eucalyptus,Open

Nebula, Sector/Sphere.

Since there is a large variety of technologies, software stacks and vendors, one of the

important aspects is the existence and usage of standards. One of the major de facto

standards is the Amazon S3 API. The above mentioned U.S. National Institute for

Standards and Technology (NIST) has issued an important series of documents includ-

ing a widely accepted set of definitions. The European Telecommunications Standards

Institute (ETSI) created a Cloud Group working on the cloud standardisation needs.

Regarding open standards two major ones are presented by the SNIA Cloud Data

Management Interface (CDMI) and the OGF-based Open Cloud Computing Interface

(OCCI).

6.1.3 Challenges for combination of scientific workflows and clouds -

future directions

The usage of the Cloud formulates new opportunities and challenges for the scientific

workflows. There are already several scenarios and ongoing work on the services with

the usage of scientific workflows and Cloud that allow to provide more flexible, user-

friendly and easy-to-use way to work with the infrastructure. Dynamic provision of

the resources which are exploited at runtime by the workflows with parallel paths of

execution, in particular, for scientific exploration. As reported in the section 6.1.2

management of the workflows in the cloud raise some issues. Among challenges that

needs to be tackled with are: costly large data movement between resources in the

cloud, dynamic changes of the cloud QoS parameters, provenance of the workflows in

the cloud. In particular, the last one poses a very interesting problem. Provenance

is one of the major prerequisites for being able to reproduce scientific experiments

under the same conditions. Provenance and the current approach have been discussed

in more details in the section 2.2.2.3. Also, in terms of the cloud environments it is

needed to collect the provenance data to ensure reproducibility. The management of

the provenance data in distributed environment is challenging task and is described in

(70, 133, 134).
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At the moment, SWfMS, described in the section 2.2.2.1 does not provide support

for provenance indentification of the execution workflows on clouds. To the best knowl-

edge of the author, there are no such kinds of systems and there is not a standard

mechanism for recording the provenance in the cloud. It is possible to find only the

first reference in the literature that mentions just the first research in this direction

(70, 135). The processes in the cloud environments (data movement, execution) are

less robust against failures, making the provenance even more important. The main

challenges to be solved depending on the characteristics of the Cloud infrastructures,

di↵erent from those of HPC or Grid/Cluster environments like virtualization, dynamic

nature, independence of location and elasticity of resources. Nowadays, SWfMS are bas-

ing mostly on static templates known in advance (like Kepler does implementing fault

tolerance strategies, based on data monitoring), but dynamic mechanisms are needed.

Provenance is also important for scientists not only in the frame of workflows but in

the whole environment that has been used for preparing the experiment. Presently,

virtualization techniques as well as the large storage allow one to think about check- at

runtime pointing and archiving of the whole systems used for experiment. This opens

a new kind of the challenges like data curration, large amount of growing data. But,

on the other hand, they might give larger chance to reproduce the experiments in the

frame of software and systems that su↵er strong changes during the period of 10 years.

6.2 Chapter summary

This chapter presents possible future focus of the research. It concerns new techni-

cal challenges as well as possible exploitation plans. Following future directions new

emerging distributed middleware support, design and development of the provenance

into distributed computing infrastructures like cloud, possible integration with the pilot

job solutions, appliance of the latest standards, new techniques for the Virtual Research

Environment have been identified. The exploitation plans include development of the

new scenarios for the current communities that are using Serpens suite for Kepler (Nu-

clear Fusion, Astrophysics), as well as addressing other science disciplines and their

requirements (e.g. Astronomy).
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Conclusions

Nowadays, the scientific research is carried out through international distributed col-

laborations. Researchers are empowered by the modern e-Infrastructure components

including large-scale computing and storage resources, high speed networks, instru-

mentation. Large scale computing research infrastructures have grown and diversified

substantially over the last couple of years thus the nowadays ecosystem of the comput-

ing resources, ranges from local cluster resources at research center level, up to national

and international facilities run by High Performance Computing (HPC) Centers. Fast

development of high speed networks enabled technical feasibility of using distributed

computing architectures like grid computing. Combining existing resources allows to

share them among a group of researchers and ensures their e↵ective usage. Scientific

data infrastructures support global collaboration and sharing of resources like storages,

databases, archives and collaborations among scientists. In addition, complex middle-

ware and services are provided including: grid middleware, data services, advanced

visualisation services, collaborative virtual research environments for e-Science.

In such complex systems the seamless access to the e-Science environment is an

important aspect improving the usability of the framework and increasing utilisation

of the resources. A typical scientific scenario consists of a sequence of related codes

and applications processing data and transferring results from one step to another, in

such a way constituting the so-called workflow. The flow of input/output between the

di↵erent parts of the workflow job(s) needs to be automatized. This automatization is

in no way trivial when di↵erent computing infrastructures are being used at di↵erent

stages. It is often the case that parts of the workflow need to be run, or can be run
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in smaller facilities like local clusters, or distributed over HTC resources, while other

parts of the workflow need to perform intensive simulation involving many processes

in an HPC system. More complex scientific workflows are composed of hundreds of

components, where the execution lasts for many days.

The here proposed framework provides researchers with a workflow based environ-

ment where multiple tasks can be run in di↵erent resources (both HTC and HPC)

from a user friendly interface. Workflow managers allow code owners to abstract from

the computation layer, while Grid resources provide them with e�cient computational

resources. The workflows that the researchers may execute range from the simplest

one that requires the use of a single CPU at a resource to the most demanding ones,

which will need all the available platforms in order to complete the calculations in a

reasonable amount of time. The performed developments can be considered as the im-

plementation of a bridge between di↵erent grid middleware stacks, namely gLite and

UNICORE, to provide users with a certain level of unified view of the infrastructures at

the interoperation level. One of the main di�culties in doing it has been coping with a

di↵erent development state of gLite and UNICORE, especially concerning implementa-

tion of standards. For this, a number of middleware plug-ins, based on standards, have

been developed for the RAS, providing support to scientific workflows via the Kepler

workflow manager. These plugins use common features to provide an interface to the

upper layers of the middleware stacks: a central repository for the job management,

up-to-date job status, user management complying with VOMS and access to Grid

storages using di↵erent protocols (FTP/SFTP/gridFTP/BFT ).

Users interacting with the e-Science infrastructure expect a stable and robust plat-

form to do science and, since the distributed systems are often prone to failure, appro-

priate failure handling is an important aspect of the provision of the seamless access

to e-Infrastructures. Fault-tolerance in general is a method that enables a system to

continue operation, even at a reduced level or with changed parameters, rather than

failing completely, in case of failure of a part of the system. Fault-tolerance system

is designed in particular for high-availability and distributed systems. Fault tolerance

is in particular important in the workflow environments where the flow is combined

usually of several separate components. In general classification of workflow handling

failures, two levels can be distinguished: the workflow and the task levels. At the

workflow level, it is usually required to change the structure or flow of the execution,
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while the task level handles the e↵ect of the failing task. There are many techniques for

the task level failure handling (e.g. checkpoint-restart, replication, retry and alternate

resource). The additional complexity of handling of failures appears when the appli-

cations are run in a distributed environment. The here proposed framework combines

alternate resource method with the simplest implementation of the replication for the

cases where the time to get the results was more important that the overall resource

utilisation. All the jobs provenence information of the jobs submitted to the Grid have

been saved in both local workflow database as well as in the database at RAS level. At

the workflow level, the technique of the workflow rescue has been used, where the status

of the workflow is saved to a local database, and being restarted it continues to perform

operations from the last check pointed status of the workflow. In addition, a new script

has been developed for the purpose of long workflow runs (e.g. 5 days). It provides

mechanisms of workflows auto-restarting or forced Kepler auto-rebooting (in particular

cases of deadlocks). Each workflow execution can be stopped any time (on purpose, or

as an result of crash of Kepler or of the machine), and after the restart, workflows can

continue from the point where they were stopped. Additionaly on task level there are

several strategy applied for typical Grid middleware (in particular gLite in this case)

issues identified. Such provided mechanism has been validated in several production

grid environments, and exploited within the applications scenarios. The proposed so-

lution supports reliable execution in the presence of concurrency and failures and hides

the heterogeneity and complexity of the whole underlying system.

Another challenging but a very interesting and promising topic, giving a lot of new

opportunities for running the complex scientific workflows, is the interactivity. The

initial means for interactivity emerged as a result of an error handling in the workflow

management systems that aimed to improve the reliability of the workflows. The more

advanced scenarios involve interaction during workflow runtime that is, in particular,

interesting in the exploratory use cases. Such feature is also very interesting in the

case of the Grid environments. Interactivity in the Grids allows dynamic processing of

the data while the jobs are running on computational, usually remote resources. For

instance, this capability allows users to check the results of their applications while they

are running. The basic properties of interactivity are bidirectional data flow between

the job and the user front end and event processing. As an example for a long running

simulation, the user should be able to analyse intermediate results while the job is still
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running in order to terminate or restart the simulation. Going step further, a user

could demand the remote visualization of the running job. The interactive channel can

also be used for sending new data to already run applications on the remote resources

in terms of complex workflows. The proposed mechanism provides such a functionality

both for the desktop application (Migrating Desktop) as well as for more complex

Kepler workflow scenario. In case of interactive jobs, a user is provided with a Kepler

workflow engine running within the Grid that is able to communicate with local Kepler

through the interactive channel. In case of the MPI application only master jobs are

interacting with the remote workflows. The scientific use case using that mechanism

has been presented, exploiting full capabilities of the mechanism.

The solutions presented in this work have applied to two challenging areas: Nuclear

Fusion and Astrophysics, where the methodology has been applied to realistic use

cases with success. The chosen use cases exploit di↵erent capabilities of the proposed

tools and solutions, including interactivity, running complex workflows on the grid

infrastructure (including the parameter scan kind of jobs), fault tolerance important

in particular for long running workflows consisting of thousands of jobs running in

distributed environment. This was a particularly challenging aspect since handling of

sometimes complex errors coming from the infrastructure where the applications are

being run is not trivial. The error messages of the middleware stacks are often too

generic, not giving enough information about the source of the problem. This has

required a very complex debug of the error analysis.

In respect of Nuclear Fusion, several use cases have been designed and implemented.

The first scenario consists of modelling neoclassical transport properties of the magnetic

fusion device. The use case consists of several steps. First, a scan of VMEC’s param-

eters that provides a set of suitable MHD stable TJ-II configurations, is performed.

For each run of VMEC, for every TJ-II configuration, the monoenergetic neoclassical

transport coe�cients are then obtained using the DKES code. So VMEC is run with a

single set of input parameters (coil currents and plasma pressure profile) electric field,

particle energy and collisionality) on this magnetic configuration. This means that a

set of parametric studies using DKES is executed, since every monoenergetic coe�cient

is calculated for a given electric field, collisionality and particle energy. This scenario

is an example of a parametric - parametric workflow, where the second parametric

application is performed for each single execution of the first parametric application.
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The second case consists of visualizing the behaviour of plasmas inside fusion reactors

using the concept of interactivity in the grid environment. The visualization of parti-

cle trajectories inTJ-II is a very interesting tool for researchers, as in particular many

structures developing inside the plasma are three dimensional. Also, the possibility of

direct observing what happens inside the reactor in simulation provides with an insight

impossible to obtain by just measuring average values of magnitudes defining plasma.

Inside the use case tools and methods allowing interactive behaviour and interaction

with the jobs running on the remote resources are being integrated within the common

framework.

The third scenario combines the ASTRA code as the transport code that evaluates

transport coe↵cients and plasma evolution itself with TRUBA that calculates plasma

heating by microwaves that will propagate and will be absorbed in the plasma. The

code ASTRA runs on HPC while TRUBA, which is a ray tracing code that simulates

the microwave beam by a large number of rays, runs on the grid. The coupling of

such di↵erent codes shows that it is possible to couple, in a dynamical way, di↵erent

codes calculating di↵erent properties of fusion plasmas. This use case has the important

characteristic of running the jobs on both HTC and HPC resources within one workflow.

This use case is organised in a way in which we can plug more codes to the workflow to

simulate other sources or sinks of the equation or to implement more complex models

for the plasma fluxes.

In respect of Astrophysics, one scenario has been implemented, which proves the

usability and applicability of the proposed framework in di↵erent scientific disciplines

with di↵erent application requirements.

This last implemented workflow controls the production of realistic simulations of

the anisotropies of the CMB radiation. These simulations will be used to test the

performance of various algorithms designed to detect the presence or absence of non-

Gaussian features in the simulated CMB maps, before they are applied to actual data

as observed by Planck. Large numbers of simulations are made of a combination of

a Gaussian and non-Gaussian component plus realistic instrumental noise that takes

into account observing strategy of the satellite. The proposed workflow contains a

parameter scan part where the jobs are split into hundreds, up to thousands of sub

jobs, depending on the configuration. The proposed workflow is combined with several

post processing steps.
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Here, the important part from the users perspective is fault tolerance.

Evaluation of this proposed solution was performed in the context of the production

infrastructures, which has proved the usability of the solution particularly in terms of

fault tolerance in the grid environment.

After development and testing all of these tools, the following future research work

has been identified: support and inclusion in the tools of new emerging distributed

middleware; design and development of the provenance into distributed computing

infrastructures like cloud; possible integration of the tools with the technique of pilot

job solutions; appliance of the latest standards and development of new techniques for

the Virtual Research Environment. The exploitation plan includes development of new

scenarios for the current communities that are using Serpens suite for Kepler (mainly

Nuclear Fusion and Astrophysics), as well as addressing other science disciplines and

their requirements (e.g. Astronomy).

7.1 Summary of the main achievements

Generic Kepler-based workflow use cases have been developed that utilise the Serpens

Suite for running computational jobs using grid middleware on the HTC and HPC

resources. Particular focus has been put on the fault tolerance mechanism that is a

challenging task in the frameworks operating in distributed computing environments.

Grid interactivity mechanism has been integrated within the workflow framework giving

newfound opportunities to develop new scenarios. The here proposed developments

have been released and validated.

Several demanding scenarios have been designed and implemented, basing on the

users requirements. This includes Nuclear Fusion Physics workflow use cases: modelling

the neoclassical transport properties of a magnetic fusion device, coupling edge and core

physics, interactive visualization of plasma particles in fusion devices and Astrophysics

use case: the analysis of data coming from the Planck satellite.

Runs on the production infrastructures have proved practical usability of solutions,

particulrly in terms of fault tolerance in grid environment.

The user evaluation of selected scientific scenarios showed usability of the system.

The proposed solutions and developments described above, in particular Serpens

suite for Kepler and RAS, are currently used by di↵erent scientific communities.
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Serpens suite for Kepler is a part of the o�cial release of Kepler and repository of

the Kepler project (136), documented on Kepler website. It is available to all Kepler

users under the BSD license. It is also described and o↵ered as a third party tool on

the UNICORE main website (137).

It is o↵ered within the PLGridplus, Polish NGI infrastructure (138), and is regis-

tered in the EGI app database (139). In terms of this project Kepler (and Serpens

Suite) is going to be used by the AstroGrid-The rescue method generates kind of the

rescue workflow (provenance of the workflow), which allows to record information about

failed tasks (astronomy) community, with the first use cases described in (104) .

In addition, the Serpens suite for Kepler is being used by the European Fusion

Development Agreement, Integrated Tokamak Modelling Task Force (EFDA ITM-TF)

as a part of the workflow platform and tools standard distribution for submitting the

simulation codes to Grid and HPC resources (described in (105)). As the European

Fusion community organization has changed, EFDA has evolved into the EUROfusion

consortium. These tools will be de facto standard of the modelling activities inside this

community.

Serpens suite for Kepler has been used by ITM-TF community to achieve scien-

tific results, that have been presented during the EPS Conference on Plasma Physics

conference (140) and IAEA Fusion Energy Conference (FEC) (141) .
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7.2.2 2012
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8

Appendix

8.1 Documentation on Using Serpens gLite module

Once Serpens gLite module is installed in Kepler, users notice new actors available at

the Component list as specified in table 8.2.

Table 8.1: Serpens gLite actors

Actor name Purpose

RASi2gLogin Prepares workflow to work with grid services.

RASi2gGetSRMList Retrieves a list of available storages.

RASi2gGetWMSList Retrieves a list of available workload managers.

RASi2gUploadFiles Uploads files to remote locations.

RASi2gDownloadFiles Downloads files from remote locations.

RASi2gCreateJobDetailsXML Prepares an internal XML representation of job.

RASi2gSubmit Submits a job.

RASi2gResubmit Resubmits a job upon failure.

RASi2gGetJobsStatuses Retrieves statuses of an array of jobs.

RASi2gGetJobChildren Retrieves IDs of children subjobs.

RASi2gGetJobOutputsLocation Retrieves remote locations of job’s output files.

RASi2gGloginTerminal Invokes a terminal to communicate interactively

with grid worker node.
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8.1.1 Preparing to work with grid services

Serpens gLite uses RAS as a middle layer to communicate with grid services. This is a

very convenient solution, however in some cases a direct approach has more advantages.

When data transfer is considered user can decide to depend solely on RAS (acting then

like a tunnel) or to actively and directly upload/download files. To make it work, user

needs credentials.

8.1.1.1 RASi2gLogin

To register user grid domane name in the service, you can use RASi2gLogin actor and

provide data for the following ports:
Input
port/parameter

Description

hostPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.

Actor has one active output port (the remaining ones are obsolete and deprecated):

Output port Description
isOkPort Port to send if everything was alright.

8.1.2 Retrieval of information about grid infrastructure

Grid composes of many distributed and generally heterogeneous services. In order

to work with them, one needs to retrieve information from centralized index called

BDII (Berkeley Database Information Index). Such index exists for each grid Virtual

Organisation and contains data about available resources, constraints, possibilities, etc.

8.1.2.1 RASi2gGetSRMList

Serpens gLite module contains two most necessary actors to retrieve information from

BDII. RASi2gGetSRMList retrieves available SRMs from which user chooses an appro-

priate one to use for data storage. To use this actor, user have to provide data to its

ports:
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Input
port/parameter

Description

hostPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.

Its output ports are:
Output port Description
defaultSrmPort First Storage Element from the list.
srmList A list of accessible Storage Elements for Virtual Organisation for

which user proxy is signed.

8.1.2.2 RASi2gGetWMSList

Another actor useful in working with grid is RASi2gGetWMSList which will retrieve

available WMSes (Workload Management Systems). WMS is responsible for scheduling

jobs to specific CEs (Computing Elements) ensuring that all jobs requirements will be

met. It is a crucial element in job submission process. To obtain WMS list, please send

needed data to RASi2gGetWMSList actor:
Input
port/parameter

Description

hostPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.

Its output ports are:
Output port Description
defaultWmsAddressPort First WMS from the list.
wmsAddressList A list of accessible Workload Management Systems for Vir-

tual Organisation for which your proxy is signed.

8.1.3 Data management

Grid infrastructure has very robust and complex data management system. There

are many storage services involved, which ensure your data is stored safely. Possibly,

this allows huge amounts of data to be produced and easily replicated among di↵er-

ent storages. Serpens gLite module contains a single actor for uploading and one for
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downloading of remote, grid files. Both actors have some common parameters. First

of all, data transfer may be direct or tunneled. In the first case, user running Kepler is

required to have 20000-25000 port range opened for TCP connections and to have grid

certificates loaded. The latter is achieved by firing RASi2gLogin actor before any data

transfer, but the former is not always possible. Thus, there is the other option tunneled

connections which will leave all data transfers from storages to RAS, and user will get

it from RAS in the next step. This puts RAS in a role of proxy in data transfer process,

which means it adds some burden to RAS itself and slows down upload/download. So,

it is always advised to use direct connections wherever possible.

Both actors run each of their actions in parallel. User can decide how many transfers

should take place at the same time, however the default value is reasonable to be left

more transfer threads actually slow down the process.

Actions taken by actors are fully controlled for validity in each step. Data manage-

ment on grid has a few layers and problems may occur on each of them. For example,

successful transfer may be done, but file registration fails. Using Serpens actors to

upload and download files ensures that the whole process is successful.

This goes even further, because upon failure actors will retry with other grid storage

service (there is a retry limit, not to regress infinitely). Then, after each successful

transfer, Serpens incorporates information about valid infrastructure elements in its

internal database.

Later, when another data transfer takes place, this information is reused. This all

takes place in the background of normal workflow design and run activity, so that user

can rely on Serpens gLite module and do not care about some temporary problems

with infrastructure.

8.1.3.1 RASi2gUploadFiles

To upload files to grid storages, user can use RASi2gUploadFiles actor:
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Input
port/parameter

Description

fileArrayPort Port to receive array with names of files to be uploaded.
isTunnelledParameterParameter saying if connection should be tunneled.
proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual

Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.
rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is

a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

retriesParameter Parameter saying how many retries should there be. If grid in-
frastructure fails, then this actor will try to upload files again, but
using di↵erent Storage Element. However it may be that upload is
impossible whatever SE is chosen. Then after some retries, actor
will stop.

seParameter Parameter saying which Storage Element to choose. This param-
eter is optional - when left blank, actor will randomly choose any
working SE. Also please note that upon failure, this actor retries
with di↵erent SE, so please don’t rely on setting this parameter -
its value may change. SE needs to be specified in form ADDRESS
eg. se.example.com

threadsParameter Parameter saying how many uploading threads should there be.
Parallel data transfer is beneficial, however only to some extent.
Using too many threads at once will lead to performance decrease.
Another thing to notice is that with tunnelled connections, too
many parallel uploads will greatly decrease whole RAS perfor-
mance, so change this parameter sensibly.

Its output port are:

Output port Description
lfnArray Port to send an array of LFNs (addresses of uploaded files).

8.1.3.2 RASi2gDownloadFiles

To download files, there is the RASi2gDownloadFiles actor. Before actual downloading,

it checks if remote files exists and if they are correct. User can switch downloading o↵

and leave an instance of RASi2gDownloadFiles to only check if files exist. This actor

receives an input token with base output path. However it does not store files directly

in this directory. It first creates a unique subdirectory in each firing and in the end it

outputs full path to it. This was introduced to allow looping of this actor’s action.
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Input port/parameter Description
isCheckOnlyParameter Parameter saying if only file existence check should be done.

This actor first checks if files are accessible. It may finish af-
ter this step and just inform about the results it got. It may
also continue and download files. This parameter defines
actor’s functionality.

isTunnelledParameter Parameter saying if connection should be tunneled. For in-
formation about tunneled or direct connections, please check
description of this actor.

lfnArrayPort Port to receive an array of LFNs. These are logical names
for files in remote storage. They must be specified in form
similar to UNIX-like paths eg. /grid/vo/some/file

outputPathPort Port to receive base output path. This is a directory where
new ones will be created.

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by
Virtual Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS),
which is a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware.
RAS address needs to be specified in form: PROTO-
COL://ADDRESS:PORT where PROTOCOL is http or
https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

retriesParameter Parameter saying how many retries should there be. If grid
infrastructure fails, then this actor will try to upload files
again, but using di↵erent Storage Element. However it may
be that upload is impossible whatever SE is chosen. Then
after some retries, actor will stop.

seParameter Parameter saying which Storage Element to choose. This
parameter is optional - when left blank, actor will randomly
choose any working SE. Also please note that upon failure,
this actor retries with di↵erent SE, so please don’t rely on
setting this parameter - its value may change. SE needs to
be specified in form ADDRESS eg. se.example.com

threadsParameter Parameter saying how many uploading threads should there
be. Parallel data transfer is beneficial, however only to some
extent. Using too many threads at once will lead to perfor-
mance decrease. Another thing to notice is that with tun-
nelled connections, too many parallel uploads will greatly
decrease whole RAS performance, so change this parameter
sensibly.

Its output ports are:
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Output port Description
isCorrect Whether all specified files are downloadable.
generatedOutputPathPort This actor generates a unique name and creates new

directory. This port will receive the generated name
of directory (absolute path).

8.1.4 Job management

8.1.4.1 RASi2gCreateJobDetailsXML

A job is not simply a statement to be executed, but also its input/output files, en-

vironment variables and other settings. So before actual submission, one needs to

prepare job’s description. RAS uses internal, XML-based format for this purpose

and user is presented with an actor to create such XML description. In order to use

RASi2gCreateJobDetailsXML, one needs to post data to the following ports:

Input port/parameter Description
defaultSEPort Address of Storage Element (SE) to use. It is responsible for

providing a uniform access to data storage resources. To get a list
of working Storage Elements, please see RASi2gGetSRMList.

envSettingsListPort Environment variables to be set on Working Node (WN) - a ma-
chine which will execute the job. It needs to be specified in form:
”name:value” eg. LFC HOST:lfc.example.com

executablePort Executable name. For preinstalled applications, use full path eg.:
/bin/ls. For those uploaded to execution directory, use relative
path eg.: ./my-executable

inputFilesListPort List of input files that are stored on the Storage Element. The
format of names is: ”name:location”or only ”location”. Location
is an LFN a logical name for grid remote storage. For example
input.in:/grid/vo/user/inputs/input01

nodesPort Number of cores to use. Only applicable for MPI jobs.
parametricLimitPort If numeric values for parametric job are used, then this port will

read the final value.
parametricListPort If list of values for parametric job is used, then this port will read

this list.
parametricStartPort If numeric values for parametric job are used, then this port will

read the starting value.
parametricStepPort If numeric values for parametric job are used, then this port will

read the step value.
parametricTypePort For parametric jobs, type of parameters used. Only applicable

values are: ”list”or ”numeric”
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jobTypePort Type of the job - please use ”normal”, ”interactive”, ”openmpi”or
”parametric”. Normal job is a single-core program. Interactive
uses i2glogin application which allows to pass data through in-
put/output/error streams directly between Working Node (WN)
and client side (in this context another Kepler actor is a client -
please see for example RASi2gGloginTerminal). OpenMPI job re-
serves given number of cores on Computing Element (CE). Para-
metric allows to submit any number of jobs at once - they are
created iteratively. You can use numerically generated parame-
ters (eg. starting from 1 to 10 with step 2 will submit 5 jobs with
values 1, 3, 5, 7, 9). You can also use a predefined list of param-
eters (eg. ”one”, ”two”, ”three”). To set details about parameter
generation - please see ports parametricType, parametricLimit,
parametricList, parametricStart and parametricStep.

outputFilesListPort List of names of expected output files. This must be done before
job is submitted. If you don’t know what output files will be pro-
duced, then set here ”output.tar.gz”and in your grid application
pack everything into such archive. Please note: standard output
and standard error streams are always returned as StdOutput and
StdError. Do not specify them here.

rankPort Stochastic rank policy used by Workload Management
System (WMS) to choose the best Computing Element
(CE) to run current job. This port is optional - if left
blank, actor will default to least waiting jobs. If set, it
needs to be one of predefined values: best benchmark,
greatest available cpu time, max available cpu time, bench-
mark spec float, max number of free cpu, best data access cost,
shortest time to traverse queue, greatest main memory,
min number of handled jobs, benchmark spec int,
rank least waiting jobs, least waiting jobs.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

requirementsPort Job requirements specified exactly in the same way as in Job De-
scription Language (JDL).

targetHostPort Address of Computing Element (CE). CE stands for machine
where job will be executed. It needs to be specified in form AD-
DRESS:PORT/QUEUE eg. ce.example.com/2119/jobmanager-
pbs-short. You can also leave this port blank and rely on value set
on ”rank”port. Then the Workload Management System (WMS)
will choose the best CE for your job.
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wmsAddressPort Port to receive an address of Workload Management System
(WMS) to use. WMS is responsible for distribution and man-
agement of tasks across grid resources. It needs to be specified
in form ADDRESS:PORT/SERVICE. Please note that most of-
ten, WMS will be presented with protocol name in the beginning
(eg. http://...), but this actor requires it to be dropped. WMS
format readable by this actor does not allow protocol name eg.
wms.com:7114/glite wms wmproxy server

It has one output port:

Output port Description
jobDetailsXML Port to send job description in XML format readable by RAS.

8.1.4.2 RASi2gSubmit

When you have JobDetails in XML format, you can submit a job using RAS. This

process is however not always error-free, because grid environment is by definition

heterogeneous and not equally loaded so you may find a specific WMS rejecting your

job. RASi2gSubmit actor can take care of such situations and automatically retry with

di↵erent resources. To use this actor, please provide the following ports with data:

Input
port/paramete

r Description

hostPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

jobDetailsXMLPort Port to receive an XML specification of job to be submitted. To get
such XML specification, please see RASi2gCreateJobDetailsXML
actor.

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server. To obtain this
proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

retryCount Parameter saying how many retries should there be. It may hap-
pen that Workload Management System (WMS) refuses to process
new job, either because of external problems (infrastructure fail-
ures, etc.) or internal ones (too many connections, etc.). In such
case, this actor will choose di↵erent WMS and try again. How-
ever it may be that job submission is impossible whatever WMS
is chosen. Then after some retries, actor will stop.

Its output ports are:
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Output port Description
jobIdPort Port to send an ID of submitted job.
output Not used by this actor.
errorCodePort Not used by this actor.
errorMessagePort Not used by this actor.

8.1.4.3 RASi2gGetJobChildren

In gLite grid infrastructure, one can submit parametric jobs. In their specification,

every occurrence of string PARAM is replaced by some value. User has two options to

follow, numeric which provides PARAM in iterative manner or list which uses given

array of values for this purpose. Submission of such job means, that under one job ID,

there are numerous subjobs. They as well have their own IDs and independent statuses.

In order to get this information, you can use RASi2gGetJobChildren actor. Parametric

job is a very e�cient and elegant way of submitting many jobs and running them in

parallel. However it is also constraining to infrastructure and it may happen that

workload managers refuse to process such job. In such case, RASi2gGetJobChildren

actor will attempt to resubmit it using di↵erent resources. To use this actor, please

provide data to its ports:
Input
port/parameter

Description

jobIdPort ID of a gLite grid job. It will be processed, and its subjobs re-
turned.

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server. To obtain this
proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

retriesCount Parameter saying how many retries should there be. It may hap-
pen that subjobs are not yet ready. In such case, this actor will
wait a specific amount of time and try again. However it may be
that job is broken or subjobs could not be submitted at all. Then
after some retries, actor will stop.

It has one output port:
Output port Description
children An array of children subjobs’ID (if job is not parametric, then

1-element array with its own ID).
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8.1.4.4 RASi2gGetJobsStatuses

Once the job is submitted, you get its ID, which lets you retrieve its status. You can see

gLite job status cycle on the following figure: Every gLite job is in one of these states. To

get current status of a job, one needs to poll the Logging and Bookkeeping service. This

is done automatically by RAS, so that it always has recent data about managed jobs. To

request job status is to use RASi2gGetJobsStatuses. In order to increase performance

and user experience, this actor checks statuses of a whole array of jobs. This is crucial

in workflows with multiple jobs management. To use RASi2gGetJobsStatuses, please

provide data to the following ports:

Input
port/parameter

Description

jobIdsPort IDs of gLite grid jobs to check. If you want to check parametric’s
subjob please provide its ID in form sub:PARENT@CHILD, where
PARENT and CHILD are both gLite job IDs.

proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual
Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server. To obtain this
proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

retryCntPort Parameter saying how many retries should there be. It may hap-
pen that retrieving statuses of jobs fails. In such case, this actor
will wait for some time try again. However it may be that status
checking is impossible. Then after some retries, actor will stop.

Its output ports are:

Output port Description
jobIdsOutPort An array of IDs of gLite grid jobs. This is returned, because there

is no guarantee that the order of IDs in input array will preserve.
After sending input array to RAS, the order changes. However this
actor has two output ports - this one and ”statuses”. They are
synchronised, meaning that each i-th element from array ”jobId-
sOut”will be associated with i-th element from array ”statuses”.

statuses An array of statuses of gLite grid jobs. Please see ”jobId-
sOut”documentation above to find out how these two ports are
related.
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8.1.4.5 RASi2gResubmit

In case of crash, it may be hard to automatically prepare job’s specification for resub-

mission. To deal with this problem, there is a special actor called RASi2gResubmit. It

takes an existing job and clones it into a new one. It can resubmit not only as gLite

does, but using deep-copy mechanism. This way, even subjobs can be resubmitted

individually.

Before actual resubmission, actor checks if job’s input files are accessible. It may

happen that the primary job failed, because the storage element holding its inputs went

down. In such situations, resubmission is pointless, as each next job will fail as well

and RASi2gResubmit will find out if that’s the case. When input files are in place and

accessible, then actor ensures that the new job have its resources changed, in order to

avoid repetition of failures. It will have di↵erent WMS and go on to di↵erent CE.

Input
port/parameter

Description

isOkPort Port to send if everything was alright.
cePort Port to receive an address of Computing Element (CE) to use.

CE stands for machine where job will be executed. It
needs to be specified in form ADDRESS:PORT/QUEUE eg.
ce.example.com/2119/jobmanager-pbs-short
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isTunneled Parameter stating if connection should be tunnelled or not. Tunnelled
connections routes all the tra�c through Roaming Access Server,
thus demanding only open port to RAS. Untunnelled connections
are faster because they work directly on remote storage. However,
they demand open range of ports.

jobIdPort Port to receive an ID of a job to be resubmitted.
proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual

Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server. To obtain this
proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is a
layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs to
be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where PRO-
TOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

retryCount Parameter saying how many retries should there be. It may happen
that Workload Management System (WMS) refuses to process new
job, either because of external problems (infrastructure failures, etc.)
or internal ones (too many connections, etc.). In such case, this actor
will choose di↵erent WMS and try again. However it may be that job
submission is impossible whatever WMS is chosen. Then after some
retries, actor will stop.

sePort Port to receive an address of Storage Element (SE) to use. This param-
eter is optional - when left blank, actor will randomly choose any
working SE. Also please note that upon failure, this actor retries
with di↵erent SE, so please don’t rely on setting this parameter - its
value may change. SE needs to be specified in form ADDRESS eg.
se.example.com

wmsPort Port to receive an address of Workload Management System
(WMS) to use. WMS is responsible for distribution and man-
agement of tasks across grid resources. It needs to be specified
in form ADDRESS:PORT/SERVICE. Please note that most of-
ten, WMS will be presented with protocol name in the beginning
(eg. http://...), but this actor requires it to be dropped. WMS
format readable by this actor does not allow protocol name eg.
wms.example.com:7114/glite wms wmproxy server

It has one output port:
Output port Description
newJobId New job’s ID.

8.1.4.6 RASi2gGetJobOutputsLocation

When job has finished successfully and its output is ready to be downloaded, before

using RASi2gDownloadFiles, we first need to retrieve remote locations of those files.

For this purpose, we can use RASi2gGetJobOutputsLocation:
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Input port/parameter Description
hostPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS),

which is a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware.
RAS address needs to be specified in form: PROTO-
COL://ADDRESS:PORT where PROTOCOL is http or
https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

jobIdPort Port to receive an ID of gLite grid job.
proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by

Virtual Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server.
To obtain this proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

It has one output port:
Output port Description
outputFilesArray An array of LFNs specifying job’s output files. LFN is a

logical address of remote file in form of UNIX-like path eg.
/grid/vo/some/file

8.1.5 Additional services

8.1.5.1 RASi2gGloginTerminal

On gLite infrastructure, it is possible to submit interactive jobs. This process creates

communication channels between WN (Worker Node) and client running Kepler. Po-

tentially these channels can be used to any remote management of job execution. As a

simple demonstration of its capabilities, there is an actor RASi2gGloginTerminal which

allows to establish a secured terminal-like connection. To use it, please provide data to

the actor’s ports:
Input port/parameter Description
jobIdPort Port to receive an ID of gLite grid job. This job needs to be of

”interactive”type.
proxyPort Port to receive proxy data. This must be proxy signed by Virtual

Organisation Management Service (VOMS) server. To obtain this
proxy, please check vomsproxy.xml workflow.

rasPort Port to receive address of Roaming Access Server (RAS), which is
a layer between Kepler and gLite middleware. RAS address needs
to be specified in form: PROTOCOL://ADDRESS:PORT where
PROTOCOL is http or https eg. http://ras.example.com:8080

8.1.6 Example

Serpens gLite module contains an example workflow in demos/ directory. It is a cus-

tomizable template solution for job submission and management. Among its features
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are: input file upload, handling of single or parametric jobs (up to thousands of jobs),

automatic job resubmission upon failure, output file download.

Before executing grid jobs, users need to have a valid proxy created. In the de-

mos/directory there is a vomsproxyworkflow. Please run it once prior to any further

actions in grid environment.

For tutorial and example usage, four parameters are presented:

inputFiles: an array of strings paths to local files that should be uploaded (ie.

made available to grid job).

commandLine: full command line to be executed (program with its parameters).

jobType: either string normal or parametric.

parametersList: if jobType is set to parametric then this is an array of strings where

each entry will correspond to parameter value of one subjob. In gLite, parametric

job definition may contain a special keyword PARAM which will be substituted by

parameter value of each subjob. So you can prepare a generic job which processes an

input named PARAM , submit it as parametric and then multiple jobs will run in

parallel, each working on di↵erent data.

Using these four parameters, you can test gLite jobs in two ways:

Add some local paths in inputFiles and set commandLine to /bin/ls -l. Once the

job is done and you have its output downloaded, you can check grid node directory

listing to make sure the specified input files were uploaded. Set jobType to parametric,

commandLine to /bin/echo PARAM and parametersList to a, b, c to check that

three jobs are submitted and upon finishing, their outputs are successfully downloaded.

We encourage you to check these two example situations now and observe workflow

dynamics.

8.2 Documentation on using Serpens UNICORE module

Serpens UNICORE module provides a way for accessing HPC resources through the

Kepler workflow. It allows users to: Query UNICORE registry and obtain information

about available resources. Upload/download data to/from UNICORE storage. Submit

jobs into UNICORE sites. Check statuses of the running jobs. Retrieve Standard Out-

put and Standard Error of UNICORE job. Retrieve UNICORE job output generated
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by application started at HPC machine. Use BES (Basic Execution Services) to submit

and monitor job.

8.2.1 Security prerequisites

The communication with UNICORE registry needs to be secure. For authentication and

authorization purposes, you need to send two files to your UNICORE administrator:

your public key and your CA (Certificate Authority) public key. In most cases you

should get your key issued by a well-known CA, whose public key is already trusted.

Then, the latter is not required to be sent.

The second mean of providing security is by you trusting only the specified remote

servers i.e. UNICORE registries. This is not required and without setting it manually

when using Serpens, the system will automatically resort to trusting the remote server

unconditionally. Every actor has two parameters to specify the path to TrustStore

and its password. By default these are empty fields, which is interpreted as not using

TrustStore. However if you wish to authenticate UNICORE registry before using its

services, you can prepare a TrustStore containing trusted certificates.

8.2.2 Actors list

Once Serpens UNICORE module is installed in Kepler, users can notice new actors

available at the Component list.

8.2.2.1 A base, abstract actor

Before describing each of the actors in UNICORE module, first we need a description

of a base, abstract actor which defines a common interface of all other actors. Below

is a list of input ports and parameters, which are present in every UNICORE actor:
Input port/parameter Description
cert Optional port to receive the path to your certificate.
key Optional port to receive the path to your private key file.
registry Mandatory port to receive UNICORE registry identifying a

machine to use.
trustStorePath Optional parameter specifying location of your TrustStore.
trustStorePassword Op-
tional

parameter specifying TrustStore password.

user Optional parameter specifying user name to be passed to
UNICORE registry.
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Table 8.2: Serpens UNICORE actors

Actor name Purpose

UnicoreBaseActor An abstract actor which defines a common interface for all

other actors.

UnicoreListSites Lists sites available at specified UNICORE registry.

UnicoreListStorages

Lists

storage services available for given site.

UnicoreUploadFile Uploads a file into UNICORE storage.

UnicoreDownloadFile Downloads a file from the UNICORE storage.

UnicoreSubmitJobJsdl Submits a job defined in JSDL (Job Submission Description

Language).

UnicoreSubmitJob Submits a job defined using actor’s input ports.

UnicoreGetStatus Returns status of a job.

UnicoreGetOutput Retrieves output files of a job.

UnicoreBesSubmitJob Submits a job defined in JSDL to a BES service.

UnicoreBesJobStatus Checks status of a job submitted to a BES service.

8.2.2.2 Listing available sites

UNICORE registry gathers information about one or more sites. Each site is a specific

machine available to the user. Knowledge of site names and their availability is crucial

in every step of working with UNICORE, from data to job management. Serpens suite

provides an actor UnicoreListSites, which connects to UNICORE registry and retrieves

information about available sites. To use it, one needs to provide only the common

data. Actor has one output port:
Output port Description
sites Port to send an array of available UNICORE sites.

8.2.2.3 Listing available storages

Each UNICORE site may provides a set of storage locations. There user can store

its files. Most of the tasks one can do using UNICORE machines require some input

and generate some output files. Thus the need to list available storages. An actor

responsible for this task is UnicoreListStorages. To use it, users must provide the actor

with the following data:
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Input port/parameter Description
site Mandatory port to receive UNICORE site name with the

storage service.

Actor has one output port:

Output port Description
storages Port to send an array of available UNICORE storages.

8.2.2.4 Uploading files

To use external data during job execution, one must upload data into UNICORE storage

in the first place. This can be done using UnicoreUploadFile actor. It allows to upload

local input files into UNICORE storage specified by the user. To use UnicoreUploadFile

one must provide the following data:

Input port/parameter Description
source Mandatory port to receive the path of local file which will

be uploaded.
uri Mandatory port to receive URI of UNICORE resource to

upload to. NOTE: when you specify an URI, then site,
storage and target are not read!

site Mandatory port to receive UNICORE site name with the
storage service.

storage Mandatory port to receive storage name.
target Mandatory port to receive remote path on UNICORE storage (NOTE:

this path must contain destination file name as well; it is
insu�cient to set it to directory name only).

Actor has one output ports:

Output port Description
outputURI Port to receive URI of uploaded file.

2.5 Downloading files Jobs produce new files during execution. So as well as to

upload input files, it is crucial to download output ones. To achieve this, you can use

UnicoreDownloadFile. There are two possible ways to reference a remote file: Provide

the file URI (Unique Resource Identifier) which already consists of host, port and path.

Point to file on a specific UNICORE site, storage and path. You must thus provide

these three arguments. UnicoreDownloadFile allows you to use both of these methods.

First, it checks if URI is given and if it is, then site, storage and source path are not

read at all. Otherwise these three values must be present as tokens on input ports. To

use this actor please provide it with the following data:
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Input port/parameter Description
uri Mandatory port to receive URI of UNICORE resource to

download. NOTE: when you specify an URI, then site, stor-
age and source are not read!

site Mandatory port to receive UNICORE site name with the
storage service. NOTE: when you specify an URI, then site,
storage and source are not read

storage Mandatory port to receive storage name. NOTE: when you
specify an URI, then site, storage and source are not read

source Mandatory port to receive remote path on UNICORE stor-
age. NOTE: when you specify an URI, then site, storage
and source are not read!

target Mandatory port to receive a local path.

Actor has one output port:

Output port Description
isSuccessfu Port to send status of file download process.

8.2.2.5 Job submission

Serpens suite for Kepler 2.3 allows you to use two ways of job submission: Job is

defined in JSDL (Job Submission Description Language) which is a standard XML-

based format. It allows to define what resources are needed and what job will be run.

Job is defined using a set of input ports.

The first method is more flexible, because you can use all the fields of JSDL and

describe a job in every detail. The second way is suitable for most of usual cases

and allows to submit very complex jobs with many requirements and options. To

submit the job the first way, you can use UnicoreSubmitJobJsdl with the following

input ports/parameters:

Input port/parameter Description
jsdl Mandatory port to receive JSDL description of a UNICORE

job.

Actor has one output port:

Output port Description
epr Port to receive ID of the submitted job.

To submit the job the second way, you can use UnicoreSubmitJob. It has many

ports, however a big part of them is optional. The full list is the following:
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Input port/parameter Description
executable Mandatory port to receive the path to executable.
arguments Optional port to receive an array of arguments to executable.
environment Optional port to receive an array of environment variables.
imports Optional port to receive an array of job’s input files.
exports Optional port to receive an array of job’s output files.
siteName Optional port to receive the name of site to use on chosen

machine.
resources Optional port to receive a record token with names and val-

ues of resources.
executionEnvironment Optional port to receive a record token with execution en-

vironment.
preferredProtocols Optional port to receive preferred protocols (a string with

names separated with space).
Actor has one output port:
Output port Description
epr Port to send generated EPR, which is UNICORE’s job ID.

Job can be minimally defined by executable only. All other fields are considered

optional. They allow to define input/output files, environment variables, and other

features.

8.2.2.6 Job management

Job management in this case means both status inquiry and output retrieval. The first

task can be done with UnicoreGetStatus actor, which has the following input ports:
Input port/parameter Description
epr Mandatory port to receive an EPR (id) of a UNICORE job.

Actor has one output port:
Output port Description
status Port to send status of a UNICORE job.

When the job is done, its output files can be downloaded using UnicoreGetOutput.

Please note that standard output and standard error are both treated as job output, in

consequence, this actor will retrieve them by default. To use it, you must fill its input

ports:
Input port/parameter Description
epr Mandatory port to receive an EPR (id) of a UNICORE job.
outputPath Mandatory port to receive output path where files will be

downloaded.
Actor has one output port:
Output port Description
status Port to send an array of downloaded files.
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8.2.2.7 Using Basic Execution Services (BES)

In UNICORE module 2.3, two new actors have been added which allow to work with

BES service of a UNICORE server. To submit a BES job, users can use UnicoreBesSub-

mitJob actor which requires these data:
Input port/parameter Description
jsdl Mandatory port to receive JSDL description of a UNICORE

job.
siteName Mandatory port to receive URL of site to use on chosen

machine.
The actor has one output port:
Output port Description
epr Port to send generated EPR, which is UNICORE’s job ID.

To check status of a BES job, you can use UnicoreBesJobStatus actor which requires

data on a single port:
Input port/parameter Description
epr Mandatory port to receive an EPR (id) of a UNICORE job.

It has one output port:
Output port Description
status Port to send status of a UNICORE job.

A workflow which makes use of both these actors (and others mentioned before) is

shown below. It utilizes file transfer (both up- and download), BES job submission and

BES job status checking in a loop.
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